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Ball rolling on new MSU dorm plan
apprust tx:Lause the bonds must be
issued through a local unit of government. The bonds, according to
City Administrator Don Elias,
would he of no obligation to the
city.
Thursday's action did not give
MSU permission to apply for the
bonds, but did get the process started for it to receive them. The council will have to pass another resoluBy EDWARD SHERIDAN
tion authorizing Mayor Tom
Staff Writer
Murray State University has Rushing to execute the necessary
taken the first step toward creating a documents for the university to
new dormitory designed to increase receive the bonds.
Rather than apply for the bonds
and improve student housing on
as
a
university entity, MSU recently
hopefully
bring
addicampus and
formed the Murray State Campus
tional businesses to Murray.
The Murray City Council voted Improvement Commation, a non10-1 Thursday to approve a bond stock, non-profit corporation
inducement resolution for a univer- formed for the purpose of providing
sity dormitory project for an amount student residential housing facilities
not to exceed $30 million. Dr. Dan to the university's student populaMiller cast the lone dissenting vote, tion in Murray.
According to MSU President Dr.
while council member Hugh
Massey was not present at F. King Alexander, the corporation.
allows Murray State to apply for the
Thursday's meeting.
Murray State is seeking to apply industrial revenue bonds directly. In
for industrial revenue bonds, but to contrast, if the university itself
do so it needs the city council's applied for bonding from the state, it

City Council
approves initial
bond resolution;
second needed to
authorize execution

Ledger &Times file photo

READY TO RETURN ... Soldiers of the 438th Military Police unit,
shown from last October packing up before heading out to Fort
Dix, N.J., may be returning home to Murray soon after serving
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

Main Street eyes property
across from Miller Annex
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Now that Murray Main Street is proceeding with its plans to renovate
the Robert O. Miller Courthouse Annex/old Murray post office downtown, the organization is setting its sites directly across the street.
The Murray City Council voted Thursday to authorize Mayor Tom
Rushing to execute all documents for an application for Downtown
Major Revitalization Grant funds in the amount of $152,000 for the
Main Street program. City Administrator Don Elias said if acquired, the
funding would be used to purchase the old service station property
directly across the street at the corner of Fourth and Maple streets.
"It was one of the things included in the (Main Street] master plan."
Elias said. "They envisioned it being a coffee shop, serving-type area."
Elias said Murray Main Street will be competing for funds from a $2
million state pool. Only Main Street cities with Gold or Silver status and

IIII See Page 2
would have to compete with other
state-funded universities for a pool
of funding.
"It's very difficult to get more
than $7 or $8 million at a time," said
Tom Denton, MSU's vice president

438th unit
reportedly
coming home
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Confirmation from the Kentucky
National Guard was expected this
afternoon regarding the long-awaited return of the 438th Military
Police Company unit, based out of
Murray.
It is believed the 438th will be
returning sometime next week, but
no official word had come from the
National Guard as of press time
today.
Family members were quoted in
a story that ran in today's Paducah
Sun, detailing that the 124 members
of the 438th would be leaving the
United States Marine Corps Base in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Monday to
fly to Fort Dix, NJ. The unit was
then expected to fly to Paducah
sometime later in the week.
The 438th has been among the
United States military units responsible for guarding prisoners of both
the al-Qaida terrorist network and
members of the Taliban regime that
ruled in Afghanistan before being

removed by coalition forces in late
2001.
For Janet Johnson, the news of
the 438th's imminent return brings a
big sigh of relief.
"Oh yes. That's a good thing for
us," said Johnson, whose husband,
Josh, has served with the 438th
which left the United States last
November, having been deployed to
Ft. Dix in October. "He's doing
well. He's just really ready to come
home. He says it's been awfully
warm down there.
"The sun just seems to hit everywhere, he said. I don't think there
are a lot shady trees. And with them
guarding the prisoners outdoors, for
the most part, they have had to face
that a lot."
Johnson, principal at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School, said
the first indications that the unit
may be returning soon came from a
phone call from an official with the
Murray Tourism Commission yes-

JOHN WPIGHT LF-rIger & Timr,s photo

TOWING THE LINE ... Murray Electric System's, from left, Buzz Paul, Shawn Gardner and
Ronnie Burkeen help hoist some equipment to Dean Arnold during an operation to replace
a wooden power pole with a new metal pole Thursday afternoon on Keeneland Drive.

Assaults reported on three college campuses
By The Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — In
the past week, five assaults have
been reported on three college campuses in Kentucky.
The violent start to the school
year has spurred police to work hard
to get the word out to students to follow safety precautions.
TWo assaults, at the University of
Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky
University, occurred within two

hours of each other Tuesday night.
Similarities in the attacks led
police at both campus to join forces
to determine whether the assailant
might be the same man.
Another assault was reported at
EKU last Friday. In that case, a
woman said a person she didn't
know came into her room in Dupree
Hall around 10:30 p.m. EDT and hit
her on the back with a baseball bat.
She was not injured, according to
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the police report. The same day, a
male student reported he was
assaulted just before 3 a.m. by three
men.
At Western Kentucky University,
a woman last Saturday reported
being raped at Barnes-Campbell
Hall, a dorm that houses men and
women. The police have a suspect in
the case.
Another WKU dorm was the
scene last spring of the gruesome
murder and rape of an 18-year-old
woman. Katie Autry was doused
with hair spray and set on fire.'Two
men have been charged with her

death.
At UK, police went door to door
to warn residents about the potential
assault danger because the Tuesday
assault occurred on the edge of campus near an off-campus area mainly
inhabited by students, said UK
Police Commander Travis Manley.
The school's public relations department sent out a mass e-mail to students and staff alerting them of the
assault.
Marc Whitt, associate vice president of EKU, urged students not to
walk alone after dark; tell others
about their plans; stay on well-lit

paths: avoid shortcuts; know where
emergency telephones are located:
and use campus shuttle or police
escort services.
The first of the two assaults
Tuesday night occurred near UK's
W.T. Young Library. Police said that
a man approached a female student
from behind and sexually touched
her, until she fought him off. The
woman was bruised but otherwise
unhurt.
Within hours of that attack, a
female jogger at EKU was grabbed
from behind by a man whom she hit
in the face before she escaped.
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Once again, the March of Dimes
is going to take a walk in the dark
to shed light on a familiar subject.
The March of Dimes is planning
its Purchase/Pennyrile Division
Fall Walk America, or Starlite
Stroll, in October to raise awareness on birth defects, in particular
premature births.
Kimberly Davis, division director for the March of Dimes, said the
organization is kicking off its premature prevention campaign this
year with a nationwide goal of $75
million to be raised over the next
five years.
"One out of every eight babies
are born premature." she said."and
prematurity is one of the main
causes of infant death."
The campaign will provide
information to women on what can
be done to prevent premature
births, and it couldn't come at better time. Davis said the rate of premature births is increasing.
She said finding out what causes
premature births is still being studied, and half the time they know
what causes it. "When we know the
causes, we'll know how to help the
mom," Davis said.
Some high risk factors for having a premature baby include high
amounts of stress; the mother's age
being younger than 17 and older
than 35; strain at work; and women
who have already had a pre-term
baby.
"I'm not saying you will automatically have a pre-term baby. but
we want them to know these are
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Five attacks have been reported at UK,
Eastern Kentucky and Western Kentucky

of finances and administrative services. "This alternative allows us to
go ahead and, proceed with construction."

61

Tonight calls for a
50% chance of
rain.
Saturday will see
more of the same
with highs in the
upper 70s.
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Chandler to hold fundraiser in L.A.
By JOE BIESK
was tantamount to what he has previously criticized GOP gubernatoriAssociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — al nominee U.S. Rep. Ernie Fletcher
Democratic gubernatorial amdidate of doing. Chandler's campaign has
Ben Chandler is said Fletcher has held too many
heading to Los tund-raisers out of state.
"They're being misleading about
Angeles
on
Friday for a cam- the schedule and the co-hosts and by
paign fund-rais- their own hypocritical standard, Ben
will be controlled by the far-left
er.
The fund-rais- Hollywood elite," Fletcher camer — which paign manager Daniel Groves said.
Chandler's campaign manager
advertises former
NFL quarterback Mark Nickolas said they decided to
Joe Namath as hold the event in Los Angeles,
Chandler
the master of cer- "because there are Democratic
emonies — marks Chandler's first activists who, want to help
scheduled out-of-state fund-raiser Democratic candidates win in swing
during this gubernatorial campaign. states."
Republicans
"There's a national importance to
State
said
Chandler's West Coast fund-raiser this race," Nickolas said. "Kentucky
is a swing state and I believe that
people across the country understand the significance of this race as
it relates to the direction this country
goes."
From Front
Kentucky's is one of three reguhigh risk factors," Davis added.
The Starlite Stroll is a one-mile
walk to be held at the MurrayCalloway County Park on Oct. 23.
From Front
Last year, the walk had 100 participants and raised $7,500.
terday asking if Johnson and her
Those interested in walking or
staff would encourage students to
starting a team should contact the
prepare "Welcome Home" banners
March of Dimes at kdavisremarfor the celebration.
chofdimes.com or at (270) 443"We have made calls to all the
8603.
elementary schools," said tourism
director Ryan Ray, noting that her
office has been in the process of
planning for the 438th's welcome-

•March ...

larly scheduled governor's races this raising.
year, not counting the California
Larry J. Sabato. director of the
recall of Gov. Gray Davis.
University of Virginia Center for
Fletcher himself has held fund- Politics said, "all fund-raising roads
raisers in Chicago. Nashville and for Democratic candidates lead to
two in Washington. Groves said. California sooner or later. It's the
About 5 percent of Fletcher's cam- party's richest source of money
paign money has come from out-of- even in these times," Sabato said.
state contributions, Groves said. He "So most candidates for major
would not say how much money the office end up there eventually, most
campaign has raised to date.
repeatedly. It's the money Mecca for
"The fund-raising that we've Democrats."
done out of state have been set up by
colleagues that Ernie has served
Chandler's event was originally
with in Congress who wanted to scheduled at the Bel-Air Country
help him." Groves said. "They Club, a local private club, said Tom
believe in him."
Girardi, a Los Angeles attorney and
Nickolas said the Chandler cam- Democratic fund-raiser. Those plans
paign had raised "well under 10 per- changed after the club expressed
cent" from out-of-state donors. He concerns about holding a political
did not provide a current tally.
fund-raiser there, Girardi said.
At last count, Fletcher had raised
more than $1.85 million for the
"There are a lot of people out
November election, and Chandler here like myself that think that the
had about $712,000. Those numbers attorney general is a wonderful perare sure to be higher, as both candi- son and want to do everything to
dates have continued their fund- help him," Girardi said.

TownCrier
The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• A solid waste advisory board meeting will be held Wednesday. Sept
3, at 9 a m in the conference room of the Calloway County
Courthouse. Electronic recycling information, litter abatement, two
grants and tire amnesty program for 2004 are on the agenda.
• The Weeks Center board will meet Friday, Sept. 12, at 9:30 am in
the center's meeting room. Construction, operations and property insurance are items on the agenda.

FBI to arrest teen in Internet attack
WASHINGTON(AP)— The FBI has identified a teenager as the author
of a damaging virus-like infection unleashed on the Internet and plans to
arrest him today, a U.S. official confirmed Thursday.
The 18-year-old, whose name and hometown was not immediately,
available, was accused of writing one version of the damaging "Blaster"
infection, which spread quickly across the Internet weeks ago, the official
said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
The official asked that further identifying information about the teenager not be disclosed until his arrest.
Further details were expected to be disclosed later today by the FBI and
U.S. attorney's office in Seattle, which has been leading the investigation.
A news conference was scheduled for 4:30 p.m. EDT.
A spokesman for the U.S. attorney's office there, John Hartingh, said
there had been "no arrest made in this matter yet." He declined to comment
further.
A witness reportedly saw the teen testing the infection and called authoritits, the official said.

Return ...

home celebration, though a date had
not been given. "This is hard to plan
for, especially when you don't know
when it's happening. But we've had
an idea that this might be coming,so
we've had several meetings about it
in the last couple to three weeks.
"I'd definitely have to say,
though, that this is one of the biggest
challenges we've faced here,

because the date (for the 438th's
return) has changed two or three
times."
There was wide speculation that
date was going to come in the
spring, then it was moved to the
summer.
Ray added that the celebration
probably will not be as large as the
send-off ceremony for the unit that

was held last October. She said that
while it is important for the soldiers
to know how their hometown feels
about them serving their country in
the manner they have, the top issue
will be getting the soldiers back to
their families as soon as possible.
She also said the chances of a
massive gala celebration for a few
weeks-or-so after the unit has

returned also is not likely to happen,
due to the many of the soldiers living in communities away from
Murray. They will remain on active
duty for just a few days after their
return.
Calls to Lt. Col. Phil Miller in
Louisville were not immeidately
returned this morning for confirmation on the unit's arrival.

ly 500 additional students.
In addition to the housing,
Alexander said the corporation though, he said the university would
would technically have responsibili- attempt to create a "commercial
ty over the property, but it would zone" by allowing three to four
work collaboratively with the uni- small businesses to locate inside the
versity. The use of foundations to dormitory building.
acquire construction funding, he
"All we're doing is helping the
said, is becoming more and more city provide spaces for new busicommon across the country.
nesses to go," Alexander said.
"Foundations are becoming "We're trying to attract businesses
absolutely essential if universities that are not here, and we have a pretare going to meet these growing ty good idea who those businesses
state demands for more students," are.
he said. "Without the foundations,
While the dormitory would be
we're going to be stuck at ground considered state property and
zero."
exempt from city property taxes
Alexander estimated that the new because it would be located on unidormitory, which would be con- versity property, Alexander said the
structed next to Regents Hall on businesses located in the dormitory
Chestnut Street and Bradley Book would not be tax exempt and would
Company, would hold approximate- be treated like any other city busi-

nesses.
The commercial aspect, he said,
is partially generated by a recent
study done by the university that
showed MSU students spend an
average of $34 per day in Murray.
Miller, however, felt those numbers
were a bit inflated.
"That flies in the face of reason,"
Miller said. "I've got some serious
questions about the methodology. I
don't really feel comfortable voting
on this issue tonight."
Alexander said the debt capacity
on the project would be covered by
student fees. He said the university
looked at other properties to locate
the dormitory on, but inflated property values prompted the decision to
locate on MSU property.
"We looked at probably six or
seven other sites, and they just did-

n't pan out," he said. "The problem
is everybody's raised their prices so
much around the campus. I cannot
consciously force our students to
pay the types of prices that are being
asked on the edge of our campus."
Dewey Yeatts, MSU's chief facilities officer and associate vice president of the department for facilities
management, said the university is
optimistic construction drawings
could be completed by the beginning of the year. He said that would
be likely be followed by a construction period of 12 to 18 months.
Alexander said the new dormitory
may
eventually
replace
Richmond and Clark colleges,
which are also located along
Chestnut. The age of the two dormitories, he said, has caused them to
become a major renovation project

for the university each year.
"Right now, we don't know
specifically what we're going to do
with Richmond and Clark," he said.
"In two years when this is built, we
might need every room we have."
Following the council's vote,
Alexander said he believes the addition of the combination of additional student housing and business
opportunities is a "win-win situation" for both the city and the university.
"Our intent is to do this in a way
to help the city grow as the university grows," he said. "It gives us an
avenue to utilize money we currently have for purposes of improving
campus life and campus facilities.
"It helps the state, it helps the
community, it helps the university."

II Main ...
From Front

a full-time manager are eligible to
apply for the funds.
The presence of the underground
fuel storage tanks at the location
have been a concern in the past. but
he said the site, including the building itself, would be made ready for
a business to move into. Whoever
rents or leases the building would
be responsible for furniture, equipment and other business items.
The council also authorized the
mayor to execute all documents to
apply for an economic development
grant in the amount of $210,000 for
Briggs & Stratton as part of its proposed expansion project. Briggs &
Stratton is proposing to create an
additional 100 jobs within the next
five years. Elias said this particular
grant is one that government entities must be invited to apply for, so
the likelihood that it will be
received is very high.

III Dorm ...
From Front
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Nations agree to meet despite N. Korea's A-bomb threat
BEIJING (AP) — With days of delicate
diplomacy shaken by North Korea's threat
to test an atomic bomb, a six-country summit-ended today with the only success anyone expected — a commitment for more
talks to resolve the ominous dispute over
Pyongyang's nuclear program.
Tension persisted between the United
States and North Korea as the three-day
conference ended. Pyongyang brought out
the brinkmanship and bluster that has characterized its diplomacy in recent years, but
also, more obliquely, signaled it wouldn't be
averse to a compromise. And China said all
six countries had agreed not to "escalate the
situation" as long as dialogue continued.
"The DPRK and the U.S. should make

clear their will to clear up bilateral concerns," the North's official news agency,
KCNA, said Friday, using the abbreviation
for the country's full name, the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea.
"The DPRK will clarify its will to dismantle its nuclear program if the U.S. makes
clear its will to give up its hostile policy."
KCNA said.
According to a U.S. government official
who spoke on condition of anonymity,
North Korean Deputy Foreign Minister Kim
Yong II said at the talks Thursday that his
country has the means to deliver nuclear
weapons. He also said the North would
prove it had nuclear devices by testing them.
North Korea's strident rhetoric is well-

known and it has made such intimidating
statements before, leading some to caution
against a rush to judgment based on its
comments.
"We've seen these tantrum tactics before,
usually in response to a U.S. refusal to
acquiesce to the North's demands," Molly
Pickett, director of the Nonproliferation
Project at the Center for Arms Control and
Nonproliferation in Washington. said in a
statement.
According to South Korea and China, the
countries agreed they want to solve the
problem peacefully — and address North
Korea's security concerns as well. Where
and when the next talks will take puke
haven't been decided.

"I believe these issues can be resolved."
Wang Yi, China's vice foreign minister, said
in a statement on behalf of all six participants. "What is important is to maintain this
momentum of dialogue that has not come
easily."
But, he acknowledged, "the differences
between the two sides are comprehensive."
There was no immediate comment from
the United States after the talks ended.
A pact to meet again was about the best
anyone had predicted out of the six-country
conference, which convened Wednesday
and brought together the United States, the
two Koreas. Japan. China and Russia. "No
one expected this first round of talks would
produce agreement on all issues," said

Deputy Foreign Minister Lee So.,1)% u,
the head of South Korea's deleg at it)11
Russian Deputy Foreign NI i iitstcr
Alexander Losyukov agreed. "There was
failure. But there was no breakthr,,,,,J,
either," Losyukov said. at. coral iq.!'
Russia's Interfax news agent:\ "hi, ii.,1
prising.Mitoji Yabunaka. head of the
delegation, said there vi.ere iliftereoiLc,
th ;A
"what's important from [Iwo.
overcome these differences
The United States sas Nortti Kl,re:l 111U -!
end its nuclear program immediatek I
North says it won't rule that out
won't even consider it until ke>
such as humanitarian aid. are met
,

Monument
movement
continues

Small crowd
gathers to
remember
King's
'Dream'speech
ATLANTA(AP) — Arms linked,
a crowd of 300 marched Thursday
through downtown Atlanta and the
neighborhoods where Martin Luther
King Jr. grew up to honor the civil
rights leader's legacy on the 40th
anniversary of his historic "I Have a
Dream" speech.
Political and community leaders,
including presidential candidate Al
Sharpton, led the march through
Atlanta's historic Sweet Auburn district to a rally at the MLK National
Historic Site.
Rep. John Lewis, an organizer of
the original March on Washington
who is the last of the six key speakAP Photo
ers still alive, reflected on the REMEMBERING THE DREAM .. Actor and veteran Civil Rights leader Ossie Davis, center, speaks
progress that's been made since.
at the Kennedy Center Thursday in Washington. D.C., in honor of the 40th anniversary of Martin
"In 1963, I was on the outside Luther King Jr.'s "I Have A Dream" speech and March on Washington. Members of the
protesting, looking in. I could not Metropolitan Music Ministry of Metropolitan Baptist Church are in background.
even register to vote in my native
father's 40-year-old dream for racial
That line should not signal that
state of Alabama,- he said. "But gle of the civil rights movement.
"Martin's call to interracial equality Thursday with a call for his father was against affirmative
because of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and because of the Voting brotherhood and sisterhood has universal health care, economic par- action, he said, adding that his father
Rights Act of 1965, 1 am now on the enduring resonance because it ity for minorities and the elimina- often advocated the "preferential
speaks so eloquently to the longing tion of the "state-sponsored terror- hiring of the disadvantaged."
inside making laws.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, speaking
"I wish Medgar Evers, President for unity that resides in the hearts of ism" of capital punishment.
people
of
good
will,"
she
said.
He
also
lashed
out
at
opponents
at
a
rally in New Haven, Conn. for
all
Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr.,
Robert Kennedy ... and many others "He painted a dazzling word picture of affirmative action for trying to striking Yale University workers,
were here today to see how far of a multicultural democracy of the "twist" the meaning of the words reminded the crowd that King's
America that could be, the America from his father's 1963 speech in speech was not just about his dream
we've come."
which the civil rights leader hoped for equality. It was also about broCoretta Scott King focused on that should be."
In Washington'. Martin Luther someday children "will not be ken promises the government made
the enduring,legacy of her late husband's historic words, which, for King III addressed the National judged by the color of their skin but after slavery,jobs for Americans and
civil rights legislation.
many, seemed to capture the strug- Press Club and updated his late by the content of their character."

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) —
More than 1,000 people rallied outside the Alabama judicial building
Thursday to decry the removal of a
Ten Commandments monument•
and blame what one speaker called
the "tyranny" of the federal courts.
Christian radio figure James
Dobson told the crowd, the largest
since the two-week vigil over the
monument began, that their fight is
about "an unelected, non-accountable, arrogant, imperialistic judiciary determined to shove their
beliefs down our throats."
A critic of the monument whose
organization filed suit to remove it
said Dobson and other conservative
leaders were trying to fan the dispute into a "full-scale culture war."
Suspended Chief Justice Roy
Moore, who placed the monument
in the building's rotunda two years
ago, decided at the last minute not
to address the crowd. He said in an
interview earlier Thursday that he
didn't want people to begin making
him the cause rather than the public
acknowledgment of God that the
monument represented.
The 5.300-pound monument
was moved about 50 feet into a private part of the building Wednesday
in response to an order from U.S.
District Judge Myron Thompson,
who found the marker to be an
unconstitutional promotion of religion by government.
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Kentucky's medical
research initiatives
deserve support
We all know someone who is
ALS(Lou Gehrig's Disease)
suffering from a terrible disease.
http://www.alsa.org
Perhaps, like me, you have friends
1-800-782-4747
Diabetes
or family who have diabetes.
http://www.diabetes.org/main/app
Perhaps it's cancer, which claimed
lication/commercewf
my mother at 58, far too soon. The
1-888-DIABETES
wife of one of my friends from
American Cancer Society
church recently
http://www.cancer.org/docroot/ho
died from amyme/index.asp
otrophic lateral
1 -800-ACS-2345
sclerosis or Lou
Gehrig's disease, Multiple Sclerosis
http://www.nmss.org/
and multiple
1-800-3444867
sclerosis was the
Alzheimer's
diagnosis for the
http://www.alz.org/
wife of one of
1-800-272-3900
my colleagues in
Parkinson's
the Senate. Yes,
http://www.michaeljfox.org/
Legislative we all have fam- Spinal Cord Injuries
Update ily members,co- http://www.spinalcord.org/
1-800-962-9629
By Sen. Bob workers or
are
who
Kentucky
of
friends
University
Jackson
Research
suffering.
D-Murray
http://www.rgs.uky.edu/
When these
Louisville
of
University
and other terriResearch
ble diseases
http://www.louisville.edu/home/ac
strike, we offer prayer, comfort and
ad-resrch.html
support. As a state, however, we
can and should do more through
that the federal government has
medical research. Medical research
placed on medical research. Our
is critical, and, as a legislator, I
believe in fully supporting and con- university presidents told us it
would be "tragic" to ban this
tinuing to expand our initiatives in
research in Kentucky completely.
this area.
So, stem cell research continues
In addition to providing the best
at our state universities, as does
research facilities and making
other vital work, for example, in
research a key mission of
Alzheimer's and heart disease. The
Kentucky's public universities, we
Lung Cancer Research Program
have taken a crucial new step,
through the "Bucks for Brains" pro- legislators established in 2000 is
taking aim at one of the deadliest
gram. to offer salary enhancements
forms of cancer and one from
to attract the best and brightest
which many Kentuckians suffer. All
researchers to the Commonwealth.
Support for research, however, is but 20 percent of Kentucky lung
not always easy, as Kentucky legis- cancer victims die from the disease.
If you asked for a list of all of
lators learned during the 2002
the medical research projects ongoGeneral Assembly. At that time, a
ing in our state, you would find
move to totally ban stem cell
thousands of projects that have
research ultimately failed, but also
brought millions of dollars in grant
sparked the most emotional debate
funding into Kentucky.(If you're
that I have ever witnessed in
interested in more information or
Frankfort. You see, most senators
for a way to help, check
looking
was
who
lives
their
in
had someone
out one of the Web sites or toll-free
suffering from a terrible disease,
numbers listed below. These are
and they knew that stem cell
just a few of the organizations
research offers hope to those who
working to find cures and to ease
have little hope.
the suffering of victims.)
Stem cells are unspecialized
For those who are suffering, the
cells that can be manipulated to
future is, at worst, missing; at best,
form any type of human cell,
uncertain. Through medical
including muscle cells, nerve cells.
research in Kentucky and in other
heart cells and blood cells.
states, we must offer hope for the
Researchers believe they hold great
future.
care.
health
in
advances
for
promise
They are already being studied as
Sen. Jackson represents
possible treatments for diseases
Kentucky's Is: Senate District in
such as Alzheimer's. Parkinson's
Calloway. Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
and diabetes. Researchers also
Hickman, Trigg and Lyon counties.
believe they can repair damaged
He can be reached toll-free at 1hearts and spinal cords.
800-3727181. His Web page is at
Let me stress that I strongly
www.senjackson.com. You can write
oppose cloning, which unfortunateSen. Jackson at Senate Democratic
ly is often associated with the stem
Leadership Offices, Capitol Annex,
cell research issue. I am very conFrankfort, KY 40601.
cerned about the recent limitations

Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (I3-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@ bunning.senate gov
1-202-224-4343(Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291. Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
web: www.senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181
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The Faith of Our Fathe
When anybody claims that it is unconstitutional for the state to acknowledge God by displaying the Ten Commandments or some other
symbol of our Judeo/Christian heritage they are
really claiming that our founding fathers, the
authors of the Constitution, would have agreed
with them
That notion is absurd, as
proven by looking at what
the framers of the
Constitution and other patriots had to say about the role
of religion in our national
life.
Take Thomas Jefferson.
The opponents of religion in
the public square quote a lethe wrote where he menMaking ter
tions an alleged "wall of sepSense
aration" between church and
By Michael
state. But none of them bothReagan
er to quote Jefferson's .
remarks explaining true
meaning of the Constitution's
First Amendment
Establishment Clause:
"I consider the government of the U.S. as
interdicted by the Constitution from intermeddling with religious institutions, their doctrines,
discipline, or exercise. This results not only from
the provision that no law shall be made respecting the establishment, or free exercise of religion
but also from the Tenth Amendment, which
reserves to the states the powers not delegated to
the U.S."
That's pretty plain language — and as our
Lord said "Let him who has ears to hear, hear.
Let him who has eyes to see, see."
Another voice that should be heard is
Benjamin Franldin's. On June 28, 1787, during
the Constitutional Convention where he played a
key role, he thundered his conviction that the
nation then being founded must acknowledge
God:
"I have lived, Sir, a long time, and the longer
I live, the more convincing proofs I see of this
truth — that God governs in the affairs of men.
And if a sparrow cannot fall to the ground without his notice, is it probable that an empire can
rise without his aid? We have been assured, Sir,
in the sacred writings, that 'except the Lord
build the House, they labor in vain that build it.'
I firmly believe this; and I also believe that without His concurring aid we shall succeed in this
political building no better than the Builders of
Babel: We shall be divided by our partial local
interests; our projects will be confounded, and
we ourselves shall become a reproach and bye
word down to future ages. And what is worse,

.
"1"111
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mankind may hereafter from this unfortunate
instance, despair of establishing Governments by
Human wisdom and leave it to chance, war and
conquest."
"I therefore beg leave to move that henceforth
prayers imploring the assistance of Heaven, and
its blessings on our deliberations, be held in this
Assembly every morning before we proceed to
business, and that one or more of the clergy of
this city be requested to officiate in that service."
So much for separation of church and state.
This nowadays means separation of state from
God.
Listen to John Adams on that aberration of a
belief.
"We have no government armed with power
capable of contending with human passions
unbridled by morality and religion. Avarice,
ambition, revenge, or gallantry, would break the
strongest cords of our Constitution as a whale
goes through a net. Our Constitution was made
only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly inadequate to the government of any other."
And in a more modem sense, listen to these
words of wisdom uttered by another great
American president — words that could easily
he spoken today:
"We have grown in numbers, wealth and
power as no other nation has ever grown. But we
have forgotten God — and we have vainly imag-

ined, in the deceitfulness of our hearts, that all
these blessings were produced by some superior
wisdom and virtue of our own. Intoxicated with
unbroken success, we have become too self-sufficient to feel the necessity of redeeming and
preserving grace, too proud to pray to the God
that made us! It behooves us, then, to humble
ourselves to confess our national sins, and to
pray for clemency and forgiveness."
Those were the words of Abraham Lincoln.
The anti-religious fanatics of the ACLU and
others of their ilk who have largely succeeded in
driving pod out of our public schools should
pay attention to what Governor Morris, a patriot
and Pennsylvania delegate to the Constitutional
Convention, had to say:
"Religion is the only solid basis of good
morals; therefore education should teach the precepts of religion, and the duties of man towards
God."
History and our founding fathers are on Judge
Roy Moore's side. Unfortunately today's courts
are not.
Mike Reagan, the eldest son of President
Ronald Reagan, is heard on more than 200 talk
radio stations nationally as part ofthe Premiere
Radio Network. Comments to mereaganehotmaiLcom for Mike.
©2003 Mike Reagan.

AP News Analysis

'Echoes' of previous disasters
By TED BRIDIS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)—
Lessons learned from the 1986
explosion of the space shuttle
Challenger were "undone over
time" by NASA managers long
before the disintegration of its sister
spacecraft Columbia in a fiery
return to Earth in February.
Eighty-seven shuttle missions
after Challenger, investigators are
wondering why.
"It didn't get fixed last time,"
said Steven B. Wallace, a member
of the Columbia Accident
Investigation Board. "There has to
be a different approach now."
The board, in its final report
released Tuesday, found striking
parallels between the Columbia and
Challenger accidents. It said NASA
must overcome its rigid culture of
stifling dissent, discounting safety
problems and worrying too much
about flight schedules if it hopes to
safely return the shuttle to flight.
"Despite all the post-Challenger
changes at NASA and the agency's
notable achievements since, the
causes of the institutional failure
responsible for Challenger have not
been fixed," the board wrote,
adding that unless the flaws are
fixed. "the scene is set for another
accident."
Despite obvious difficulties,
though, the board expressed confidence that NASA can make the
necessary changes.
"I have no reason to believe
there is anything in this report that
cannot be implemented by the leadership of NASA if they choose to."
said Ret. Adm. Harold Gehman, the
chairman of the investigating board.
But he urged Congress and the
Bush administration to pressure the
space agency: "I don't think we
should just trust NASA to do this."
NASA officials have vigorously
objected to comparisons between
Challenger and Columbia, arguing
that since the Challenger accident

NEWS ITEM: UC4TMAY-CNN-61,11OP POLL SIMS AMERICN6sunarr THE SPACE MORAL.
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NEEDEPmins
KST-NEW
FROM THE AMERICAN

PUBLIC!
cagiecartoons cordescribe the tendency to become
even lower-level employees have
comfortable with risks
reviews
increasingly
authority during preflight
of deviance.
"normalization
the
as
to raise safety concerns that can
lot of work
a
quite
has
"NASA
halt a launch countdown.
a
Vaughan,
Diane
said
do,".
to
"This is a different place than it
professor
sociology
College
Boston
was then," NASA administrator
who popularized the phrase in her
Sean O'Keefe told a Senate panel
1997 book about the Challenger
earlier this year.
accident."NASA has shown a surThe board acknowledged that
prising lack of awareness about
NASA made some improvements
how its organization really works.
after the 1986 disaster, but these
One wonders if they really have the
"post-Challenger changes were
skills to fix it."
undone over time by management
In one of the few dramatic new
actions." they wrote.
disclosures in the board's report, a
One board member, Sheila
top shuttle manager, Linda Ham,
Widnall, said Tuesday that she
we
sure
not
make
were
confided in an e-mail before
"wanted to
report
Columbia's breakup that NASA's
to be joined on a
the second
rationale for allowing continued
shelf, to be joined by a third
before resolving a problem
flights
report." Another board member,
insulating foam
breakaway
with
found
Barry,
Maj. Gen. John
and still is."
then
"lousy
was
Challenger."
"echoes of
sought to internever
she
Yet
board
the
shuttles,
With both
request for telea
spiked
and
vene
managers
NASA
concluded.
to capture
satellites
spy
or
linto
scopes
inured
became dangerously
to
damage
possible
of
erosion
images
—
problems
safety
gering
wing.
in
Columbia's
component
-ring
0
of a crucial
The board compared that deci1986 and shedding foam in 2003 —
and permitted flights that were fun- sion to NASA managers' decision
to permit Challenger's launch in
damentally unsafe. Researchers

1986 despite pointed concerns
about heat erosion in 0-rings.
"Neither problem was defined as
a show-stopper," the board wrote.
The board determined that
superheated gases penetrated protective wing panels on Columbia
that had been loosened or pierced
by insulating foam that broke off its
external fuel tank 81 seconds after
liftoff and smashed against the
shuttle. Investigators believe searing re-entry temperatures up to
5,000 degrees melted key structures
inside until Columbia tumbled out
of control and broke apart at close
to 13,000 miles per hour, killing its
seven astronauts.
Challenger was destroyed 73
seconds after launch when a joint in
one of its solid rocket boosters
failed and hot gases caused a structural failure during liftoff that
ended with the explosion of the
shuttle's hydrogen fuel.
Ted Bridis covers technology
issues and is a member ofthe special assignment team for The
Associated Press.
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Transcripts reveal devastation that followed WTC attack

Deaths

NEW YORK(AP)— In the fren- ing, which is owned by the Port
zy of phone calls that followed the Authority.
The transcripts provide an
terrorist attack on the first of the twin
towers, trapped workers begged in unprecedented look at the extraordiCHURCHILL-LW
vain for an escape route and narily difficult decisions faced by
4r--anguished wives desperately sought occupants and Port Authority personFUNER AT HOMT
lost husbands. Screams and sirens nel. They also illustrate the contra753-7000
echoed in the background as bodies dictory information within the Port
Authority itself in the initial
dropped out of the sky.
Mrs. Blaine White
"Yo. I've got dozens of bodies, moments, with one conversation
N1r, Blaine White, 92, Locust Street. Murray, died Thursday, Aug. 28, people just jumping from the top of reflecting an early discussion of an
2003, at 11:45 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County
the building onto ... in front of One evacuation of both buildings after the
Hospital.
World Trade," says a male caller. first plane hit.
Her husband, Kenton T. White, died in 1992. Also preceding her in death "People. Bodies are just coming
The transcripts contained the final
were two sisters, -Minnie Marshall Roberts and Nell Woods. Born Dec. 29, from out of the sky. ... up top of the conversations of victims, including
1910, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Jim Adams and
building."
33 Port Authority employees, from
Gladys Booker Adams.
The haunting images emerged the morning of the Sept. 11,2001.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Maxine Pool and husband, Frank, Thursday as the Port Authority
"In general, they show people
Murray; two grandchildren, Jenne Pool, Huntsville, Ala., and Allen Pool and
released 2,000 pages of transcripts performing their duties very herowife, Veronika. Murray; one sister, Mrs. Lou Ellen Stark and husband,Charles from emergency calls and radio ically and very professionally on a
B.. Kirksey; one brother, Joe Booker Adams, Hazel; one brother-in-law, transmissions that provide the first day of horror," said Port Authority
Elwood White, Murray.
glimpse into the confusing and dev- spokesman Greg Trevor.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
In other calls, a man reached
astating circumstances facing the
Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Green Plain Cemetery.
agency and the building's occupants police from the roof of one building.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Saturday.
in the moments after the attack.
while Windows on the World assisThere were references to howling tant manager Christine Olender
Mrs. Annie Louise Tharpe
sirens in the background, while called to report people stranded on
Mrs. Annie Louise Tharpe,81, Murray, died Wednesday,Aug. 27, 2003, at
callers repeatedly spoke over each the 106th floor. "We need direction
her home.
other after the plane crashed into the as to where we need to direct our
Hamock-Bowles Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.
first tower at 8:46 a.m. Many callers guests and our employees, as soon as
were inaudible, yet the horror and possible," she says, citing increasing
Mrs. Kettle Pearl Skinner
hysteria of the morning jumps off the smoke.
Graveside services for Mrs. Kattie Pearl Skinner are today (Friday) at 11
typed pages.
"We're doing our best ... we're
a.m. at New Concord Cemetery. John Dale will officiate.
Jeannine McIntyre. whose police trying to get up to you, dear," replied
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
officer husband Donald died in the a PA officer.
JIM COLLINS. Rie/AP Photo
Mrs. Skinner, 91, Stadium View Drive, Murray, formerly of New
attack, saw the first tower fall and
The release of the. transcripts
Concord, died Wednesday, Aug. 27, 2003,at 12:01 a.m. at Paris Manor, Paris, immediately called one of his co- comes two weeks before the second REMEMBERING ... The south tower collapses as smoke billows
from both towers of the World Trade Center, in New York, in this
Tenn.
workers. "Is my husband in that anniversary of the attacks that colChrist.
Church
of
She was a member of the
building that just collapsed?" she lapsed the twin towers and killed Sept. 11, 2001, file photo. The Port Authority of New York and
Her husband, Bob Skinner, one sister, Eathel Byerly Coleman, and three
New Jersey released 2,000 pages of transcripts from emerasked."He was going up."
2,792 people.
brothers, Eldred Byerly, Clovis Byerly and Earl Byerly, all preceded her in
gency
calls and radio transmissions in New York, Thursday.
She was assured that there were
Some of the victims identified
death. Born July 31, 1912, at Kirksey, she was the daughter of the late Calvin
that
provide
a fierce first glimpse behind the scenes in the
no reports of injured Port Authority themselves by name on the tape,
Lewis Byerly and Martha Green Byerly.
police, but repeated her sad mantra while others' voices were recognized moments after the deadliest terrorist attack in U.S. history.
Survivors include nieces and nephews.
four times: "He was going up."
by co-workers. The transcripts
From 1 World Trade Center, the include discussions involving 19
Dr. John William Devine
desperate assistant manager of the Port Authority police officers and 14
Memorial services for Dr. John William Devine will be held Saturday, Windows on the World restaurant civilian workers, along with three
Sept. 6, at 10 a.m. at the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses, Murray.
made four phone calls pleading for people who did not work for the bisA reception will follow at 11 a.m. in the ball room of Murray State
help as 100 people remained trapped tate agency.
University Curris Center.
with her near the top of the 110-story
In all, the Port Authority lost 37
at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
tower."We're trying to get up to you, police officers and 47 civilian
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's
dear," a police officer tried to reas- employees in the attack.
Witnesses, 1052 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, KY 42071.
sure her.
Some surviving family members
Dr. Devine,74, West Main Street, Murray, died Wednesday,Aug. 27,2003,
In another section of the tran- were angered or upset by the release.
it/
at 5:30 p.m. at his home. His death followed an illness.
scripts, a male caller from the 92nd which followed a court battle
Former chairman of the Business Education Department at Murray State
floor of the second tower told a Port between the Port Authority and the
University, he had been a professor of business at MSU for 28 years. He
Authority police officer,"We need to New York Times. Others said the
taught at Indiana State University before coming to Murray. An avid sportsknow if we need to get out of here, transcripts could provide valuable
man and outdoorsman and a master gardener, he was an outstanding high
because we know there's an explo- insight into the tragedy; still others
school basketball player from 1943 to 1947.
sion."
declined to even view the transcripts
Cash or Trade w/All Taxes Included
An Air Force veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a member of
The officer asked if there was before their release to the media.
Jehovah's Witnesses.
smoke on the floor, and the caller
"It's not that I don't have an interBorn Dec. 22, 1928, in Martin County, Ind., he was the son of the late
replied that there was not.
est," said Theresa Riccardelli, whose
Alfonso R. Devine and Myrtle Evelyn Jennings Devine. One brother, Robert
"Should we stay or should we husband, Francis, was killed. "I
Devine, also preceded him in death.
can't."
not?" the caller asked.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dolores A. Dognaux"Devin, to whom he
Stock *
"I would wait 'til further notice,"
The Port Authority agreed to
Price
Vehicle
Payment
was married June 19, 1954; two daughters, Mrs. Jane Ann Devine-Reiss, the officer replied.
release the transcripts after a New
Ormond Beach, Fla.. and Mrs. Mary Evelyn Goode. Clarksville, Tenn.; one
"OK, all right," the caller said. Jersey judge ruled it was bound to an
CT3224A
1998 Chevrolet
48 no (I 9.45 APR WAC
sister, Mrs. Gloria Goodwin, Tehachap, Calif.; two brothers, Alfonso Devine, "Don't evacuate." He then hung up. agreement it made last month with
Princeton, Ind., and Paul Devine, Vincennes, Ind.
A second, similar call — with the The Times.
The Port Authority records are not
same police response — came in a
CC3010A
1997 Dodge Intrepid
9 95 APR WAC
the first recordings of radio transmisshortly after.
No one in the top floors of the sions to be made public. Last year,
CT3230A
2000 Honda Civic Coupe
tower survived after the second plane the agency released a 78-minute tape
995APRWAC
hit around the 80th floor shortly after of fire department transmissions that
9 a.m. The evacuation of 2 World included the voices of several lost
1998 Dodge Caravan
CT3198A
995APRWAC
Trade Center, and when it began, has firefighters.
Shortly after the attacks, unoffibeen a source of some anguish to relBAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A car
The ayatollah's death also was atives of those who died. Some sur- cial tapes and transcripts of 911 calls
CT3310A
2001 Dodge intrepid
4) 9 95 APR WAC
bomb exploded at the Imam Ali confirmed by Ahmad Chalabi, the
vivors have previously said they from people in the towers were
mosque in Najaf during Friday leader of Iraqi National Congress and
were advised to remain in the build- broadcast and published.
prayers, killing at least four people, a governing Council member, speakCT3229A
1997 Ford Taurus SHO
WAC
including one of Iraq's most impor- ing on al-Jazeera, the Arab broadcasttant Shiite clerics, a relative said. An er. He quoted the cleric's brother,
Arab TV network said the death toll Abdel-Aziz al-Hakim.
TC33864
2000 Ford Crown Victoria
9 95APR wAc
was.much higher.
Chalabi blamed U.S. forces for
Ayatollah Mohammed Baqir al- not keeping the region secure and
Hakim died in the bombing, his said the bombing was the work of
732878
2001 Dodge 1500 SWB
S11.995
no tl 995 APR WAC
nephew told The Associated Press.
Saddam Hussein loyalists who were
"I called family in Najaf and they trying to create sectarian discord in
CT33068
2001 GMC 1500 SL
9.95APP WAC
confirmed he was dead," said the country.
Murthada Saeed al-Hakim,a nephew
Ayatollah al-Hakim was the spiriof the cleric. Earlier, an aide to the tual leader of the Supreme Council
crnooa
2000 Buick LeSabre
ayatollah's brother said he had for Islamic Revolution in Iraq and
escaped injury.
had divided his time since the end of
Also on Friday, attackers fired the war between Tehran and Najaf,
2001 Jeep Grand Cherokee
CT4006A
rocket-propelled grenades at two the holiest Shiite Muslim city in Iraq.
U.S. convoys in separate ambushes.
The Al-Hakims are one of the
killing one American soldier and most influential families in the Iraq's
Laredo 4x4
56mo a 895 APR WAC
From the marta.i,,cmcrtt & staff of..
wounding six, the U.S. military said. Shiite community. The ayatollah's
Dozens were injured in the Najaf brother, Abdel-Aziz al-Hakim, is a
CT3270A
2001 Dodge 1500 Quad Cab
blast, according to the interim gov- member of the Governing Council
7H Main St.
753-1222
ernment. The Dubai-based al- and was leader of the armed wing of
SLT PU
56 noa as APR WAC
Arabiya network reported 17 dead, the Supreme Council for Islamic
and unconfirmed reports had higher Revolution in Iraq, headquartered in
death tolls.
Iran before the war.
CT4052A
2002 Chrysler Town &
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Hours: 730 a.m.-6 00 p m M -F
Lyons is a market make. in this stosk
unr—price unchanged
Additional infotmation arailahie on request

prices as of 9 a.m.
6.78 + 0.16
Goodyear
16.27 B 16.46 A
HopFed Bank*
IBM
.81.69 0.21
28.26- 0.04
Intel
19.02 - 0.06
Kroger
Mattel
19.13 - 0.07
McDonalds
22.11 - 0.24
49.94 + 0.18
Merck
mic ft
26.42 - 0.09
20.81 + 0.17
J.C. Penney
44.68 - 0.09
Pepsico, Inc.
29.78 - 0.03
Pfizer, Inc
15.02 .0.13
Schering-Plough
- 0.10
4339
Sears
.31.53
- 0.03
Planters
.....
._
Union
.......
23.70
+
0.02
US Bancorp
0.22
..32.94
UST
Wal-Mart
—
39.21 .009

The Boston-Ewing Investment Group

HILIJARD LYONS
118. HI WARD. W.L. LYONS, INC.
WAWA NEW MGR STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

Country LX
0T316113

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
1 501,0)MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
50-599
o 00%sm•
5100-5999
SI 000-54 999,
55.000-524,999
825.000+

CT3086A

1 0516-us•
I 40%-m•
1 53%,5•
I 65% WV.
I 50% ul•
1 60%.o•
I 80% kr$•
2 301, m•
2(50%.on•
3 40%

For miorrnation

1AJBank_

Mark Lewis
State Farm Agent
305 North 121h Suer'
Murray, KY
270-751-4627
myrrh karts IyhMOstatrlaron ..on
4„.4
'Arcs wheels
id 3100

nano

*Mae

/to r, - ..0

sallet t 8.,shane erwherer neflee

2000 Nissan Frontier SE
V6 Quad 44

$16,888* $349 xfo6 Ix 8 I95APRWAC

2002 Chevrolet 271

$191995_$379 x -r2 no a 895 APR WAC

C13307A

1995 Jeep Wrangler

GC54700

1998 Ford Taurus SE

-.4.13016C

1993 Jeep Cherokee

C132546

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR,
STATE FARM IS THERE!

y,dj, nd N27,01 Rah, whirs, si

@a9f,APRWAC

CASH SPECIALS*

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
90 days
180 days
1 year
2 years
3 years
5 years

S17,995*ff$339 xThno

SOLD

1995 Ford Taurus

$7,995
$5,995
$3,995
$2,995

'Cash price is plus tax

isiutse4 ni eke
isientego Wattinktnirrethig tarp.,

re, eeerelel mks., iitniings SItninkon rrearK

et' 51'
*Mmonson *Aim
ort
ik.i self MO 4.1.1111 IOC WM.1 41') ee
tee Arnie,
ss than SIN,J(‘` areenedne men he merevicei lor it mtaidniwal rises , inwards s,iittlkiok •
cakkileadkafts rotor al *Want, at
tYr ynrou nat. So it,, yary y no,

Pillet10SThTt FADE NAM(•PAINE oFf7CE 814 IMMECIt Pt, 11.1.1V 115•*a

14,01

Dodge
.
0,
1

2400E. Wood St. • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-7404M
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Need Line will sponsor
Money Management Class

Wedding

Jo's
Datebook

Need Line of Murray and Calloway County will
sponsor a Money Management Class on Tuesday,
Sept.9,at 7 p.m. at the Need Line office in the Weaks
Community Center.
The class is open to the public and all Need Line
clients are encouraged to attend.
Shellie Gary will be teaching the class. She is a
financial counselor under the banner of nationally
known finance adviser Dave Ramsey of Nashville,
Tenn.
For more information call Need Line at 753.6333
or stop by the office located on first floor of the
Weaks Center.

By Jo Burkeen
Community Editor

Angels Attic continues bag sale

The Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 972 Chestnut St..
Murray, next to Pagliai's, is continuing its bag sale through Saturday, Aug.
30. Large paper grocery bags will be provided to shoppers with a a price of
$2 per bag for their choice of designated items. The shop is open from noon
to 5 p.m., Tuesdays through Saturdays. Volunteers are urgently needed to
assist with this community-wide endeavor which benefits the Angels
Community Clinic. For more information call 762-0505.

Downtown Farmer's Market Saturday
Murray's Downtown Court Square is the scene of a Saturday Farmer's
Market from 7:30 a.m. to noon. These markets will continue every Saturday
through Oct. 18. Persons will be able to buy local farm fresh produce, baked
and canned goods, plants, flowers and crafts. Murray Main Street volunteers help to organize this weekly event for the community.

MHS teams holding fundraiser
Murray High School Lady Tigers Softball and Basketball teams are selling magazine subscriptions as a fundraiser. Persons may either renew or
order a new magazine by contacting Patty Patterson at MHS,753-5202.

Mr. and Mrs. Efride Charlie Lynch III

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kennedy

Emily Jane Cutini and Efride Charlie Lynch III were married Saturday,
May 31, 2003, at Eastwood Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Michael and donna Cutini of Murray.
Parents of the groom are E.C. and Yvonne Lynch of Chesterfield, Va.
Bro. Joey Adair, pastor of the church, officiated.
Music was by Andrew Cutini, piano, Conny Ottway, violin, Tim Harrell,
guitar, and Lisa Harrell and Seth and Kimberly Waggoner, singers.
Lisa Nesbitt of Booneville, Ark.,cousin of the bride, was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Lome Lee, Murray, Martha Ritchie, Hazard, and
Yvette Lynch, Chesterfield, Va.
Flower girls were Hannah Bossner of Sterling Heights, Mich., and Anna
Lewis of Shelby Twp., Mich.
E.C. Lynch Jr., father of the groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were James Brown, Hammond, Ind., Shane Hayes. North
Carolina. and John Lynch. Chesterfield. Va.
Gracie Lewis of Shelby Township, Mich., was bell ringer.
A reception followed in the ballroom of Murray State University Curris
Center.
Both the bride and groom are graduates of Hyles-Anderson College,
Crown Point. Ind. Mr. Lynch II is employed with R&L Carriers, Chicago.

Brooke Lencki and Mark Kennedy were married Saturday. June 14,
2003, at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Al and Sheila Lencki of Murray.
Parents of the groom are Mark and Jackie Kennedy of Murray.
The Rev. Larry Daniel officiated at the ceremony. Carol Thompson was
pianist.
Emily Schaller of St. Louis was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Jena Thomas, Bethany O'Rourke, Raegan Morton and
Lauren Bazzell, all of Murray, and Shauna Kline of Des Moines, Iowa.
Junior bridesmaid was Kenzie Haney, Alaska, niece of the groom.
Flower girl was Jadyn Lencki, Murray, niece of the bride.
Chris Brown of Paducah.was best man.
Groomsmen were David Chalke, Todd Taber and Jeff Hill, all of
Paducah, Chad Dannerfelser, Ohio, and Shane Stuber, Indiana.
Junior groomsman was Garrett Schwettman of Murray. Ring bearer was
Will Sivills of Murray.
A reception followed at the Knights of Colutnbus Hall. Murray.
Mrs. Kennedy is currently in her first year of physical therapy Sc.htiorat
the University of Evansville where she is in her senior year in soccer.
Mr. Kennedy attended Georgetown College. He is an insurance agent for
State Farm Insurance.
The couple is residing in Evansville, Ind.

The couple is now residing in Dyer, Ind.

•
••
•
•
Theatres :
•
1008 Chestnut St.
•
NO CHECKS
.

MATINEES SAT. 8/30. SUN. 8/31 :
& MON. 9/1
.:

:
Freddy vs. Jason
R - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:35 - 9:45

My Boss's Daughter :
PG13 - 1:30 -3:30 - 7:15 -9:20:

Freaky Friday

.
.

PG - 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:00 - 9:10 :

Jeepers Creepers 2 :.
R- 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:40 :
•
Open Range
R - 12:55 - 3:45 - 7:05 - 9:55:
.
.
S.W.A.T.
P613- 1:35 - 3:55 - 7:30 - .5():
.

KWW hosting 28th annual festival at LBL
Regional tourism organization,
Kentucky's Western Waterland will
hold its annual Arts & Crafts
Festival at LBL National Recreation
Area. Saturday, Aug. 30, through
Monday, Sept. I.
The festival is an annual
fundraiser for KWW.a membership
organization that promotes regional

Community
annual
The
Resource Clothing Fair has been
scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 27, at
the Treas building. next to Fred's, in
the Bel-Air Shopping Center, on
South 12th Street. Murray. The

RITA'S NEAT
REPEATS

PG13 - 3:15 - 9:30

:
.

All Summer Clothes

:

More items on sale each week
till entire store is 75% Off.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU SEPT. 4:
•
Program Information Call 753-3314 :

sit

hours will be from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
This year's fair and clothing
exchange will be held together.
Clothing donations will be
accepted starting Monday. Sept. IS.
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Treas
building.
For more information call

605 S. 12th St.
Men, Women & Children 1'.
Consignment Clothes

PG13 - 1:05 - 7:00

dors offer a wide selection of great
food.
The event takes place at the
Fenton Special Events Area along
Kentucky Lake. directly off Hwy.
68/80. Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday and 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. on Monday. The cost is $3 per
car.

•

.
•

tourism. The popular event features
approximately 150 craft booths and
artisans from nine states, according
to Kay McCollum, KWW executive
director.
The event features handcrafted
items with the artists demonstrating
broom making, chain saw art, whittling, and doll making. Food yen-

Community Resource Fair scheduled for Sept. 27

Uptown Girls

Seabiscuit

Water District Board changes meeting

75% Off
Takingfall consignment
Sept. I, 03.

Calloway Family Resource Center
at 762-7333; Calloway Preschool
Center at 762-7410; Youth Service
Center at Calloway Middle School
at 762-7365; Harbour Youth Service
Center at Calloway High School at
762-7390; or Murray Family
Resource Center at 759-9592.

Birth
Blake Alexander Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Walker of Dexter are the parents of a son, Blake
Alexander Walker, born on Wednesday, July 30, 2003, at 4:52 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds and measured 20 inches. The mother is
the former Lizabeth Brewer. A brother is Gabriel L. Brewer.
Grandparents are Gerald and Rose Walker of Dexter and Deborah and
Joe Davis of Martin, Tenn.'
Great-grandparents are Raymond and Grace Douglas of Springville,
Tenn.

- Four Rivers Center for the Performing Arts presents...

Yellowjackets

September 16,2003 @ 7:30PM

September 23,2003 @ 7:30 PM

Fire district meeting changed to Sept. 8
Calloway County Fire Protection District has changed its meeting from
Monday. Sept. I. to Monday,Sept. 8, because of the Labor Day holiday. The
meeting will be at 6 p.m. at the No. 1 station of Calloway County FireRescue, East Sycamore Street, Murray.

Murray High plans special event
Murray High School will have its annual Back-to-School Night on
Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 5:30 p.m. Teresa Speed, principal, invites all students,
parents, guardians and friends to attend.

Red Cross class scheduled
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have a class for
CPR for the Professional Rescuer on Saturdays. Aug. 30 and Oct. 4 from 4,
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Red Cross office at the Weaks Conimunity'Cethee
Sixth and Poplar Streets, Murray. The fee of $50 includes pocket mask and
textbook. Preregistration is required by calling the Red Cross office at 7531421.

Youth Center plans fundraiser
Main Street Youth Center, Chestnut Street. Murray, will have a rebate
day at Captain D's on Saturday, Aug. 30. David Hudspeth, director, urges
patrons to place their receipts in the box on the counter for the center to
receive a portion of the profits.

Baseball tryouts Sunday

West Kentucky BuIlDogs Baseball team for 13 and under boys will have
tryouts on Sunday, Aug. 31,from 2 to 4 p.m. in Field 3 of Mike Miller Park
at Draffenville. For more information call Arty Charlton at 1-270-395-7187.

Special fundraiser is today

A rebate day will be today and evening, Aug. 29, at Captain D's for the
Heritage Bank team for the American Heart Association Heart Walk.
Persons are asked to place their receipts in the special bowl on the counter.

Soccer team plans fundraiser

Murray Lightening U-I0 Girls Select Soccer Team will have a fund-raising car wash on Saturday, Aug. 30, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Taco John's.

Murray.

Benefit singing at Jenny Ridge

A gospel singing will be held at Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church, located off Highland Road onto Highway 497, will be Saturday, Aug. 30, at 6
p.m. as a fundraiser for the church building program. Several groups including the Original Gospel Travelers, Glory Land Echoes from Paducah, Glen
Hatfield from Gilbertsville and Jody Sexton from Symsonia will be among
those featured at the singing.

Homemakers plan charity auction
Hardin Homemakers Club will have a charity auction of handmade
crafts and donations from area businesses on Saturday. Aug. 30, at 1 p.m.
at Pirates Cove Resort.

Turner-Snider reunion Saturday

The Turner-Snider family reunion will be Saturday. Aug. 30, at noon at
the pavilion of Lake Barkley State Resort Park. A potluck meal will be
served at noon.

Make Your Financial
Picture Whole
Whole Life Insurance
from New York Life

CALL TODAY!(270)443-9932

"Oh Figaro!"

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District Board will meet Monday, Sept. 8,
at 7 p.m. at the office, located at 351 Almo Rd. This is a change from the
regular first Monday night.

LABOR DAY

SALE
HAPPENING NOW
THROUGH SAT. AT 5 P.M.

I

Executive Inn Showroom in Paducah

Tilghman Auditorium in Paducah

We Will Be

CLOSED
Sun., Aug. 31
Mon., Sept. 1
Ryan B. Edwards
Now York Life
Insurance Company
211 Maple ST
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-2007
270-753-0403 FAX

Win
National Theatre
of the Deaf

_J

IIII The Comparry You Keep.

.
plot1 Import

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY
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EventReminders
The following are reminders of events planned for this weekend that
have recently been published in the Murray Ledger (I Times:
Pamela Starks Jones. daughter of Albert and Carlene Torsak of
Murray, and Officer Candidate James W. Jones IV, son of James W.
Jones III and wife, Linda of Providence, will be married in a military wedding church ceremony Saturday. Aug. 30, 2003, at 2 p.m. at Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will follow in the fellowship hall. All
relatives and friends are invited to the wedding and the reception.
Jan Courtney Pollock, daughter of Walter and Debra Pollock of
Sikeston, Mo., and Joshua Darrell Gibson, son of Richard and Joye Gee
of Georgetown and Darrell and Dianne Gibson of Benton, will be married
Saturday, Aug. 30, 2003, at 4 p.m at Kentucky Darn Village State Park,
Gilbertsville. All.relatives and friends are invited.
Emily Margaret Bach. daughter of Ed and Diane Bach of Paducah. and
Paul Eldridge Adams, son of hid and Deborah Adams of Lexington, will
be married Saturday, Aug. 30, 2003, at 6 p.m. at Reidland United Methodist
Church, Paducah. A reception will follow at the Irvin Cobb Hotel, Paducah.
All relatives and friends are invited to the wedding and the reception.
Richard Ivan Jobs, son of Sid and Loretta Jobs of Murray, and
Kimberly Anne Brodkin, daughter of Dennis and Judi Brodkin of
California. were married July 27, 2003, in Portland, Ore. The couple will be
honored at a luncheon in Murray on Sunday. Aug. 31.

Theatre season announced
The Department of Theatre and
Dance at Murray State University
will offer five productions this coming year. All productions will be
presented at the Robert B. Johnson
Theatre, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, on the main campus.
The season opens with Peter
Shaffer's "Black Comedy." From
the same writer that produced
"Amadeus" and "Equus" comes a
fun-filled evening. This farce turns
the stage inside-out when a blown
fuse in Brindsley's apartment sends
the actors into blackness. Only, the
stage is in full light! And, when the
'lights come on, they are really
turned off. Confused? You won't be
when this brilliant farce has you
rolling with laughter.
"Some Enchanted Evening: The
and
Rodgers
of
Songs
Hammerstein" will he produced
with the department of music. No
other team has influenced the modern musical theatre than Rodgers
and Hammerstein. This revue will
send you down memory lane with
numbers such as "The Surry with
the Fringe on Top," "The Sound of
Music," "People Will Say We're In
Love," "Younger Than Springtime"
and many, many others. Don't miss
this chance to sing along with every

song in the show!
Children will love the production
of "Fable Manners," by Mona
Batchelor. Come and see your
favorite fables and legends told in
rollicking, contemporary ways. The
audience participation will have
children of all ages learning and
laughing as you enjoy your favorite
story from you childhood.
"It is love; love that causes all the
trouble." This line gives the audience insight into the mind of the
central character of the play
"Medea," by Euripides. This classic
Greek tale of love, passion and
revenge is about a woman scorned
by her husband. Will she really take
the lives of her own children to even
the score? Don't miss one of the
most famous tragedies of all times.
The MSU Dance Company
Spring Concert will, once again,
present modern and other styles of
dance to explore the body and its
movement through dance. Don't
miss the opportunity to witness life
through the bodies and movement
of the dancer.
For further information or ticket
information, please call the department of theatre and dance at (270)
762-4421. Seasons tickets are now
on sale through Sept. 25.

Golf tournament planned
United
annual
16th
The
Way/WATCH Charity Golf tournament will be Saturday. Sept. 6, with
a signal start at 8:30 a.m. at Oaks
Country Club. Rain date will be
Sunday. Sept. 7. Deadline for
entries is Tuesday, Sept. 2, and
should be mailed with check

payable to United Way of MurrayCalloway County to Della Miller,
176 Ironwood Dr., Murray, KY
42071. All proceeds will .go to support the United Way and WATCH
(work activities training center for
the handicapped). For information
call 753-2721.
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Playing Around' party
held at Ramsey home
Joey Fredrick, 4. and Savannah
Poor, 5, kicked off a recent "Play
Party" jam session at the home of
Beverly and Riley Ramsey and
family on Kentucky Lake.
Fifty-five people of all ages
came to perform old-time tunes
together or to sit back and enjoy
the event.
Styles of music included bluegrass, country and gospel music,
typical of what one would find at a
"play party from 100 years ago."
Many of the musicians were
violin/fiddle, mandolin or guitar
students of Conny Ottway of
Murray; but there were friends and
family who came to play from as
far away as Princeton and
Effingham. Ill.
Besides the typical string players, Dr. Chris Poor performed on
Irish penny whistles and flutes, and
his nephew provided the unique

Homeland
Security needs
volunteers
Senior
(Retired
RSVP
Volunteer) Homeland Security
Program is recruiting volunteers to
be placed with various non-profit
organizations and in the school systems to assist children with problems in reading. All volunteers will
be subject to a background check to
ensure a safe placement, according
to Venita Loranger, coordinator for
the program with the office in
Weaks Community Center, Suite C,
Murray. Anyone interested in
becoming involved with the many
volunteer projects or for information about the program, contact
Loranger at 761-1605.

bass sounds on a didgeridoo, a
music al instrument from Australia.
Members from local bluegrass
and folk bands added some bright
sounds from other instruments as
well, including Gary Holland on
resonator guitar.
Conny Ottway said, "It was so
much fun to see this many players
having such a great time with their
music. The ages ranged from 4
through 60, and I especially like
having family members performing together that night."
The group is planning another
play party for players and spectators on Saturday. Sept. 6, at 6 p.m.
The Chestnut Party of MurrayCalloway County Parks is providing the lighted stage, which will be
on the basketball courts across
from Pagliai's Pizza on Chestnut
Street. This is open to all interested
persons.

PLAY PARTY.. Among those providing music at the "Play
Party" at the Ramsey home were Joey Fredrick. 4, on violin.
Savannah Poor, 5, on mandolin, and Billy Holland on guitar.

Congratulations
Peggy Williams
2003 Kathy Gentry La etime Achievement Award
You are an inspiration and role model for our community.
Thanks for all you do every day
to help us make a differem e
in the lives of others!

We Love You
WATCH Board of Directors, staff and participants

"'RE-LABOR DI

ItY
IIWEMIEMO

Fashion
Noodles
Solids & Stripes
Reg '1A

Photo provided

GIRL SCOUT EVENT...Girl Scout Junior Troop 1423 of
Murray are pictured at an "End of Year" luau. They did
everything Hawaiian, from using names, learning phrases,
eating food and playing games. Girl Scouts is a United Way
agency.

JAcquard &
Striped Styles
'17
Peg '34

All Cotton
Reg '32

OFF

Oxford
Shirts
Naturaiito
By
Reg to '36

Selected Styles
Reg '36

96"

TeAusred $2499
s

Designer S2499
Shorts

Bootcut Flare & Belle
Styles Reg '40

51tok

You're Invited

Haze(Baptist Church's
AnnualHomecoming

%
(1
:1ShirtS5
1 1
4
By Naturahte•
V
Rng tn '42

Reg to '26

FREE UK TEE WITH
PURCHASE, Reg '42

UnionBay* Mission
Blues* Reg to '46

111.:=3111.
Designer
Suits

%/OFF

Ladles
Leathers
Reitpi Button & Zip Styles

-'8

Sunday, August 31
Guest Speaker:'Evangelist Darvin Stom

Already Reduce':
*16-'39'

New Corduroy
Sportcoats
iaPGrr
FFIEE Fair 31
Slacks mth Your

Pastor ofLakeview Baptist
'Worship begins at 10:30 a.m.
PotfuckMeat tofollow

The SAK'
Handbags I?

Singing kilns at 1:30 p.m.
featuring the Quick Family, ofTennessee.
Tim Cole - Pastor • Kevin Crawford - Music Director
301 GILBERT ST.• HAZEL • 270-492-8664
77'

$09

Purcha, g
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Directory of Churches
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 10 15 a m
Sabbath School
Sat 900am
Worship

BAIPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
1100 a.m
Morning Worship
600 p m
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 pm
Worship
pm
Church Training
7 pm.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9.45 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a m.
Morning Services
6:00 p m
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Serv
10:00 a.M.
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
aoo a.m.
Sunday School
5:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School & Worship 9:30 & 1050 am.
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
8, 915 & 10:30 a.m.
Worship
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
1030 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sund_ay School
11:00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.4
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m,
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Preaching
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 a.m. &6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2:00 p.m.
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m.
OAK GROVE
11 a m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
10 am
Sunday School

OWENS CHAPEL
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
5.30 p.m.
Prayer Service
600 p.m.
Church

The Immortality
of the Soul

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
700 p.m.
Wednesday

At some time or another, we have all wondered what will become of
us after our death. Some assume that their personal identity will continue pretty much as it is now, but with their soul transported to
another world (i.e., to heaven or hell). Others wonder whether they
will continue to exist at all after death, fearing that their personal
identity will be annihilated with the death of their bodies. At a fairly
young age, children often ask their parents about death, because it is
evident even to children that death seems radically different from
life. Ironically, we are all in the position of children,
since none of us knows for sure what will
happen to us after death. We do know that
nothing in this world is ever completely
annihilated, and that energy and mass are
conserved. When plants and animals die,
they do not disappear, but instead are
reabsorbed into the earth to become the
material for new life. By analogy, it is
reasonable to assume that our souls are
not annihilated at death, but rather are
transformed and, perhaps like our bodies,
are reabsorbed into the wider ocean of spirit
that surrounds us. This view, which gets
support from both science and religion,
lends credence to the idea that death is
transformation, not annihilation.

SCOTTS GROVE
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
945 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p.m.-10
Awakening
p.m.
SINKING SPRING
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
ST.JOHN
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
930 a.m.
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
WES'TSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. &6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

Lo! I tell you a mystery. We shall not all sleep, but we shall
all be changed...For this perishable nature must put on the
imperishable, and this mortal nature must put on immortality.

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4:30 p.m.
Saturday
11:00 a.m.
Sunday

1 Corinthians 15:51-53

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
5:15 p.m.
Saturday Mass
8 am.& 11 a.m.
Sunday Masses

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 a.m.
Worship
930 a.m.
Bible School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SEMI=
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
7.30 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

Sunday
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

(Sunday & Wednesdays)

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible School
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.'

GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Morning Worship
Sunday School
Worship

ncuirAirs WITNESSES
LUTHERAN

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincolnaercury

701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273

TO-

,000D ,6.
44cir
11 sk.
c39.1.A 7'10,

Murray Appliance
and TV
"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main St. • 753-1586

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC

LYNN GROVE
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Church School

626 S 4th St., Murray, KY
753-7773

'
Lp410 NISSAN
OF MURRAY

11irf,J):g Yuma! W,ar labprjr14
..austerzoi,
.
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-5000

Register
To Win
$25.00 in
FREE gas
each week!

Mt RR Mr

Michelin - Touo - Yokohama - Multi-Mile

For All Special Occasions

CHRYS ER DODGE EEP

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
www.cains.net

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
1393 State Route 45 North

(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com

NISSANJ

Affiliate of Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury
800 Chestnut St.

753-8850

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Sun.6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

KIRKSEY UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

107 S. 4th St.
753-9959

Office Technology Specialists

1305 N. 12th St., Murray • 753-1489

, HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10:30 a m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m
Wednesday Family Training

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
11:00.7:30 p.m.
Worship Serv.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 a.m. & 6 p.m.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship Service

wise, irraes/ee- this. prime, itmosincitolv.

CONOCO
KWIK STOP

LEDGER & TIMES

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & p.m.
Worship
PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
10:90 a.m.
Sunday Morning
Sunday Evening
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:30 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 7 p.m.
Worship

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.

Cain's0
(AEA r 1,,

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
Worship

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship

JEWELRY SERVICE CENTER
MINIMA,CASTING 000/WANDS ESTATE JEWELRY BOUGHT I SOLO

with Church
Bulletin

11 00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

GOSHEN METHODIST
11-00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School

Ynley's
10% Discount

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night

WATCH REPAIR *PEARL RESTRIKING • CLOCK REPAIR • JEWELRY REPAIR • REMOUNTMC

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1555

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
I I a.m- & 5 p.m.
Worship

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
900 a.m.
Bible Study
1030 a.m.
Worship

EPISCOPAL

IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
10 a.m.
Sun. Celebration Services
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m.

letirtaret Commot,ty dr(411ce

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

genate

10:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School

INDEPENDENT

arac•rv-facaratse

MURRAY RESTORATION BRANCH
OF JESUS CHRIST

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday. Home Groups
6:00 p.m.

the

10:00 a.m. & 500 p.m.

10-00 a.m
11.00 a.m

MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 am
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

DEXTER-HARD1N UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
1045 a.m
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

thcstakm

Shoney's Inn Convention Room

Sundays

MT. CARMEL
Worship
Sunday School

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

at Main St. Youth Center

Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD

Worship
Sunday School

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:30 a.m.
Sundays
Wednesdays
700 p.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
11-00 a.m
Morning Worship

COLDWATER

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Bible Study
Morning Service
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

1/4 miles weet of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94

Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Serv ice
7:30 p.m.
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship
Wednesday Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9 00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
'
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m
Sunday Bible Class
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Night

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7 00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10_00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7 00 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH

(GALLERY)
Custom Framing • Prints • Sculptures •

Photo Frames • Silks Plants

301 N. 12th St. • Univercity Square • 759-1019

LIIJNIMV
li()(A
TIE
CLEANERS

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY
753-2552

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612 S.9th St.

753-5719

CALLOWAY MONUMENT

CO.

1707 W. Main • Murray

Over 50 Years'Experience in Design
and Craftsmanship .
IVe Ass 24tis Is Sew Ikea *xi *ow,
270-753.1982

FITTS BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks 8 Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

753-3540

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
208 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(270) 759-9500 Phone

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8
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InOurChurches
have speak about "Spiritual Aspirations"
churches
Various
released information concerning with scripture from Phil. 3. 10-11 at
their worship services for the com- the 11 a.m worship service. The
pastor will be in charge of chiling weekend as follows..
time. The choir will sing "In
dren's
Christ:
of
Church
Friendship
Josh Herndon, minister, will speak the Name of Jesus" and "Just A
about "What are the Clouds?" with Closer Walk With Thee." Music
scripture from Nehemiah 1:3 at the directors are Margaret Nell Boyd
11 a.m. worship service and about and Dean Cochran. Sunday
"The Sympathy of Two Worlds" School will be at 10 a m. and Bible
with scripture from Luke 15:10 at Study at 6 p.m.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
the 6 p.m. worship service. Bible
Study on / Peter 5 will be at 10 Glynn M. Orr. pastor, will speak
a.m. Sunday. The scripture, // about "There Is Profit in Your
Samuel, will be studied at the 7 Work" with scripture from Proverbs
14:23 and I Thessalonians 411-12
p.m. service Wednesday.
First Presbyterian: The Revs. at the 10:30 a.m, worship service.
David and Ann Marie Montgomery Tommy and Susie Scott will direct
, co-pastors, will speak about "At the music. The choir will sing "We
the Ten Year Mark" with scripture Believe You're Here" with April
from James 1:17-27 at the 1045 Alexander as soloist, and Stacy
a.m. worship hour. Margaret Wortham will sing a solo. Assisting
Boone is choir director with Lee will be James Foster and Ron
Kern as pianist. Mrs. Boone will Wright. Sunday night is Family
sing a solo, "Speak Lord." Night and there will be no evening
Assisting will be Lloyd Lewis, Neil service. Eric Miracle is minister of
Vowels and Katie Clifton. Sunday students and Lisa Whitt is minister
School will be at 9.30 a.m., Korean of children. Sunday School will be
worship service at 4 p.m. and Bible at 9:30 a.m.
First United Methodist: The
Study at 8 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ: Rev. Larry J. Daniel, pastor, will
"Overcoming
about
Richard Guill, minister, will speak speak
about "Lessons From Jonah #5" Adversity" with scripture from
with scripture from Jonah 3:10- Romans 5:1-8 at the 8:45 and 11
4:11 at the 10:15 a.m. worship a.m. worship services. Dr. Pamela
service and worship in song at the Wurgler is minister of music with
6 p.m. worship service. Song lead- Joan Bowker as organist. Tracy
ers will be men of the congrega- Leslie, pianist, will play solo,
tion, followed by fellowship and fin- "Amazing 6race," at the early
service and "Come to the Water"
ger foods.
Goshen United Methodist: at the later service. Acolytes will
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, be Daniel Hopkins and Worth
will speak about "Have You Seen Shemwell. Church School will be
the Rabbit Lately?" with scripture at 9:50 a.m., Junior High UMYF at
from Isaiah 6:1-8 at the 11 a.m. 5 p.m.. All Youth diner at 6:15 p.m.
worship service. Steve Sexton will and Senior High UMYF at 6:45
be the pastor's assistant and Bette p.m. with Coach Josh McKeel as
Tucker will direct children's guest speaker.
Emmanuel Baptist: Dr. Paul
church. Tina Sexton will direct the
with Renee Doyle, Pat McWherter, pastor, will speak
choir
Brunn and Carla Halkias as about "A Hard Heart will Result in
accompanists. Sunday School Wrong Decisions, and A Wrong
with Tom Villaflor as superintend- Path in Life" with scripture from
Psalm 95:7-11 and Hebrews 3:12ent will begin at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist: The Rev. 19 at the 11 a.m. worship service,
Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will and about "America's Greatest
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. Need: Revival!" with scripture from
worship services. Leland Peeler is Psalm 32:12 and Proverbs 14:34
interim minister of music with at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Dean Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
and
White
Oneida
South Pleasant Grove United
Stephenson as accompanists. The
choir will sing "No One Ever Cared Methodist: The Rev. Scott Alford,
for Me Like Jesus" at the morning pastor, will speak at 10:45 a.m.
hour and "I'd Rather Have Jesus" worship service. Assisting will be
at the evening hour when the ordi- members of the United Methodist
nance of The Lord's Supper will be Youth Fellowship. Sunday School
observed. Jason Carroll is minister will be at 9:45 a.m.
First Christian: A sermon in
of youth. Assisting will be Buel
Downey, deacon of the week, song will be presented at the 10:15
Walter Bell, Prentice Tucker, Willie a.m. morning worship service.
Dick and Junior Garrison. Sunday Mark Dycus is choir director with
School will be at 9:30 a.m and Angie Thome, Donnie Hendrix and
Judith Hill as accompanists. Leslie
prayer meeting at 5:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of McManus will sing a solo, "The
Christ: Bill Looney, elder, will Lord's Prayer." The Rev. William
speak at the 9 a.m. worship serv- C. Horner is pastor. Assisting will
ice. Jordyn Dublin will speak about be Jay Morgan, worship leader,
"Down in a Hole" at the 6 p.m. wor- and Helen Campbell and Doug
ship service. Jerald Sykes will Henry, elders. Sunday School will
direct the song services. Assisting be at 9 a.m., Spaghetti dinner
will be Steve Spiceland, Jimmy fundraiser and The Newlywed
Ford, Joe Crawford, Brandon Game at 11:15 a.m. and Youth
Steele, Roman Kelly and Ron Group and College Group both at
Cook. A short worship service will 5 p.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell Ray,
be at 5 a.m. and Bible classes are
at 10 a.m. Ministers are John Dale, pastor, will speak about "I Feel the
from
scripture
with
pulpit, Garry Evans, Involvement, Heat"
Alan Martin, outreach, and Nick Deuteronomy 10:12-22 at the
10:50 a.m. worship service. Mike
Hutchens, youth.
University Church of Christ: Crook is minister of music with
Charley Bazzell, minister, will Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray as
speak about "The Value of Work" accompanists. Gale Vinson will
at the 10 a.m. worship service, and sing a solo at the morning service.
Richard Youngblood, minister, will Joetta Kelly, minister of preabout "Leaders and schooUchildren, will give the chilspeak
Followers" with scripture from / dren's sermon. Assisting will be
Peter 5:1-4 at the 6 p.m. worship David Travis deacon of the week,
service. Assisting at the morning and Dr. Brian Runnels will assist.
service will be Mike Russell, The Rev. Terry Garvin is associate
James wood and Philip Maxwell. pastor and Boyd Smith is minister
Danny Claiborne is worship of students and activities. Sunday
leader. Bible Study will be at 9 School will be at 9:30 a.m. A
church-wide picnic will be from
a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Dennis noon to 4 p.m. at the schoolhouse
Norvell, pastor, will speak about pavillion at the Murray-Calloway
"On the Road Again" with scripture County Park. This is Family Life
from Acts 9:31-43 at the 8:45 and Sunday and no evening service
11 a.m. worship services. The will be scheduled
Sinking Spring Baptist: The
adult choir will lead the congregaEugene McWherter, pastor,
Rev.
Kingdom"
His
First
"Seek
in
tion
and will also sing "Reach the will speak about "The Heart of
world" with a solo by Amy Maness Worship - Surrender" with scripat the 11 a.m. service. Sunday ture from Romans 6:12-13 at the
night is Family Night and there will 11 a.m. worship service and about
be no services. Ryker Wilson is "There is No restraint to The Lord"
minister of music with Hazel with scripture from / Samuel 14:6
Brandon, Susan Reynolds, Anita at the 6 p.m worship service.
Bradley, Jennifer Wilson and Carol Music will be directed by John Ray
Kelly as accompanists. Sunday with Diane Cooper as accompawill
School for all ages will be at 10 nist. A Discipleship Study
begin at 5 p.m. with David and
a.m.
Grove
Pleasant
North
Cumberland Presbyterian: The
Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, will II See Page 16

Con I use your Horne till mine's all better?
Nease be a Foster Parent
•

A child needs you
*TAMAN KY I silif I) MI THO(14ST RAM 'Y SEAVAIS
A sawn Iv farolges A ,h,ren In dor Plarrlise Dtanci

You CAN make a difference in the lite
of a child. Foster Parent training
sessions begin in September For more
information on becoming fl
Foster parent, please call
Western KY United Methodist Family Services
877-998-KIDS 15437)

Memorial Baptist to begin early service
Memorial Baptist Church, located at 10th and Main Streets, Murray.
will begin an additional worship
service on Sunday. Sept. 7, in an
effort to reach and accommodate
more people.
The service will he scheduled at
8:30 a.m. each Sunday, and will feature a more contemporary format
with special music and an inspirational message from .Dr. James
Simmons, pastor. A nursery will be
provided and van transportation is
available by calling the church
office in advance at 753-3182 from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Other scheduled services of the
church include Sunday School each
week at 9:40 a.m. and the regularly
scheduled morning worship services
at 10:50 a.m., which is broadcast on
WNBS 1130 AM. Night services are
at 6 Sunday and prayer service at 7
Wednesday.
"The public is welcome and
urged to attend any and all services

St. Matthew by the Lake
Church plans program
St
—
DRAFFENVILLE. K 1
Matthew by the Lake Lutheran
Church, located on U.S. 641, one
mile north of Draffenville, will
sponsor an afternoon of hope and
healing through music and message
on Sunday. Sept. 7.
David Michael Carrillo will pres
ent a message at 4 p.m. Carrillo's
message will he through music and
hope to help others cope with learn
ing disabilities and to help others
who may know someone with
ADHD. The cost will be $2.
At 5 p.m. Carrillo will present
concert of hymns and songs that
Photo prov vied
bridge the gap between ages and
PLANNING SERVICE...Dr. James Simmons, pastor. center, Paul denominations. A free will offering
Adams, music minister, right, and Martha Lassiter, ministry
will he accepted. A potluck meal
assistant, left, plan schedules, order of service and music for will be served at 6 p.m. Each one k
asked to a dish of food to share.
the early worship services at Memorial Baptist Church.
For more information call the
at Memorial. We want to reach out Jesus by opening an other door of
to our community with the love of opportunity," said Dr. Simmons.

•See Page 16

HONORING
AMERICAN HEROES

In honor of our veterans and soldiers who still serve and protect
our great land, we will be having our second annual "Honor Our
American Heroes Day." Joining us will be Major Scott Allen, the
assistant to Gen. Tommy Franks, and also military personnel from
around the area. This will be a great time to show our appreciation and heart felt gratitude for all those who help keep America
free. Come out on this day and salute Americas finest heroes.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday, September 7 •%, Service 11:00 a.m.
Pastor Joey Adair

Special Music and Inspirational Preaching
Nursery Provided

LOCATED 1 MILE EAST ON HWY.94 • 753-1834
Please contact us if you need a ride on our church van.
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11.
Don't Drink &Drive

Labor Day is almost here, and for millions of Americans, that means some well-deserved time off...time to celebrate...time to call
your own. But, if you drink and drive, time could be cut short for you, a loved one or an innocent bystander.
This holiday weekend, make it your job to act responsibly. If you plan to clock some time behind the wheel, please stay sober and
keep an eye out for the other guy. It's an important job, but everybody's got to do it.

v:afe And Happy Labor Day Weekend.
Enjoy the
Holiday and
Keep It Safe.

I Think of Others This Holiday
DON'T DRINK & DRIVE

•

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St. • Murray • 762-0000

HAVE 11..S0

I

Hwy. 641 S.
Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY

ormsmis

LABOR
DAY

WEEKEND
BANK
GE
HERITA
TODAY. TOMORROW.
YESTERDAY.

210 North 12th Street • Murray,Kentucky
(270) 753-7921
www.bankwithheritage.com

I.

753-0440

0.••

Please Be A Responsible
Driver This
Holiday Weekend!

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

)
arwri--

711 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273

AmitAtimitoncrQrbank,
Ft;c Star Service Guaranteed 4_7k1r

41,••..

15 C

1111 Main St.• Murray • 759-9443• usbank.com

Re Responsible And Nave A
* Safe Holiday Weekend!*
*
804 Chestnut St.

753-6656

APPLE TREE,
0 SCHOOL 11
Apple Tree School wants to remind you that children
&families will be on the road this holiday so

DON'T DRINK & DRIVE!
1503 Stadium View Dr.• 753-9356

*
*
*
*IPlease celebrate responsibly
with your family and friends*
* this Labor Day Weekend!
***s
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Lakelfootba
Lakers try to captialize on success at Gridion Classic
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Following the conclusion of
last week's Pella Bowl, event
coordinator Tab Brockman presented the Calloway County High
School football team with a trophy — a nice trophy at that.
With the success the Lakers
had in the Pella Bowl, they hope
to capitalize on that with a win
over Franklin-Simpson in the
Simpli Wireless Gridiron Classic
Saturday at 8 p.m. and possibly
add to their hardware this year.
The game is the nightcap of a
doubleheader, which will also
showcase Oldham County versus
Bowling Green.
Head coach Joe Stonecipher
will be the first to tell you that
the aftermath of what comes with
a victory, albeit a trophy, is the
last thing he cares about.
"We are just going to play the
game," Stonecipher said. "I didn't
even know there were trophies
involved in all of this."
Franklin Simpson is 0-1 after a
to
loss
season-opening
Greenwood. Wildcats' head coach
Tim Schlosser has a young team
that reminds Stonecipher a lot of
his own squad.
"They are four-wide, shotgun
formation with one running back
and he throws it all over the
field," Stonecipher explained.
Franklin-Simpson starts three
sophomores on the offensive line
and a total of six on offense.
"We have been struggling
offensively and defensively up to
this point," Schlosser said. -We
are still trying to get better."
Schlosser is originally from
Mayfield, where he spent time as
an assistant for the Cardinals
early in his career.
While at Franklin, Schlosser
worked with veteran coach
Johnny Vance, whom he brought
to Franklin-Simpson to establish
a passing game similar to that of
Hal Mumme's Kentucky teams.

"They aft: doing and have
2003 LAKER SCHEDULE
done what we felt we have to do
QRRIatlanl
UM
with our talent," Stonecipher said. ‘ Aug 23
dYrum. MSU
Stewart SGtara
at*
"and that is to spread the field .1 Aug. 29
at Franklin-Simpson
and try to distribute the ball. Get
Briarcrest (TN.)
' Sep. 5
at Marshall Co.
i Sep. 12
it in the hands of kids who can
at Crittenden Co.
' Sep. 19
make plays."
at Union Co.'
Sep. 26
"We are not going to change 1.Oct. 3
Open
HopiunsvIrle'
anything," Schlosser said. "We 'Oct 10
at Hopkins Central'
Oct. 17
are going to make them play us
at Pad Tilghman'
Oct 24
man-to-man."
Madisonville'
1 Oct. 31
With that. fans might want to
• — Class 3A First Distnct game
bring neck braces and plenty of
caffeine. There won't be a whole
2003 DISTRICT STANDINGS
lot of looking down as much
ovsrsu 01.1110C1
Team
0-0
1.0
C alloway County
looking up.
0-0
1-0
Against Grayson County, the „Hopkins Central
0-0
1-0
Tognmen
ducah
4:
[
Lakers tossed the ball in the air
0-0
1-0
disonville
0-0
0-1
kinsvitte
37 times. Stonecipher expects
0-0
0-0
ion County
much of the same from Wildcats.
"We may not get home till
This week's games
Itoway vs Franklin-Simpson
Sunday morning," he deaddurith Tilghman at Ballard
panned. "We are not going to
ion Courtly at Webster County
change how we play, and he's not
'nsvilte vs Male
going to change how he plays.
ins Co Central vs Fulton City
isonville at Murray
It'll be a battle of whoever can
get it done."
2003 LAKER STATS
Health wise, Calloway is in
0 0 6 12 - 18
loway
6 6 0 0-12
$
good condition. On the flipside,
the Lakers have to cut down on
mistakes that cost them 77 yards
First Downs
Flushes
in the Pella Bowl.
95—
Rushing Yards
78
"We have to quit making stu- ;
3-14
Passing
-22-0
pid mistakes," Stonecipher said.
Passing Yards
240
We're lining up in the neutral
Total Yards
5
3-0
Furnbee4ost
zone, holding on offense, jumping
4-30
Penalties
13-77
to
listening
not
offsides and just
our own snap counts. Those are Rushing Josh Young 14-89, Adam
3-22 1TO, Chase Chnsrnan 2-3,
all things we can't continue tk
Steele 5-4
do."
Passing - Brandon Steele 37-22-252 2To.,
good,
the
comes
bad
the
With
;Ilemiving - Seth Barrow 11-111 1TD,
sometimes. Stonecipher feels that Free 9-132 1TD, Josh Young 1-5,
'hackston 1.4
will pay dividends for his team.
to
"It taught us that we have
stay focused on our snap counts David Free has given the Lakers
and do what we have to and not a big boost — one they didn't
worry about what the defense is expect to have at the onset.
"We knew that Seth Barrow
going to do," he explained.
could
catch the ball and make
"We had a question mark
plays.
That was never even an
about what kind of football team
he said. "With David on
issue,
we were going to have to start the
side, that gives us an
other
the
season with, and I don't really
Even though he's
threat.
equal
think we have a handle on it yet."
still makes some
he
as
not
tall,
Stonecipher said the running
us.
for
big
plays
of tailbacks Josh Young and

1

400

SOO

T

r'hotography photo

The Calloway County Lakers defeated Grayson County in last week's Pella Bowl at Roy
Stewart Stadium on the campus of Murray State University. Saturday, The Lakers look for their
second straight win and possibly more hardware when they take on Franklin-Simpson at 8
p.m. in the Simpli Wireless Gridiron Classic in Franklin.

10 YEARS AND STILL GOING
SMILE

Michael P. McClain, D.M.D.
1983 -2003

Orthodontics for Children and Adults
*Free Consultation/2nd Opinion
*Accepts and files most forms of insurance
Call to schedule an appointment

753-WIRE

*Offices in Murray, KY;
Paris & Dover, TN
Member
American Association of

Orthodontists=

Largest Selection of DVDs
Get Your
20th Anniversary Card

Rent 1, Get 1
FREE

L 20 Movies For 20

Expires 9/30/03

(9473)
Flexible financing, no money down with approved credit

COMING THIS NOVEMBER...

714 N. 12th St. • Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray • (270) 753-7670

Don't Miss Our Special
VS.
R ACERS

Pull Out Section!
ALL NEW
2004 'HEMI-POWERED' DODGE DURANGO
"OH YEAH, IT'S GOT A HEMIH"

NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS
FOR EARLY DELIVERY

Cain's0
Ammumi
CHHYSLER•DOWL•JEEf'
753-6448
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY •
www cains.net

To
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Murray Stale
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SIVC
o-o
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Alt Gams
00
0-43
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Thursday's Results
Bowling Green 63, Eastern Kentucky 13
Ohio 17. Southeast Missouri 3
Samford 31, Chattanooga 23
Tennessee-Martin 21. Austin Peay 20
Saturday. Aug. 30
California (Pa at Eastern III. — 6 p.m.
Vaiparaiso at Murray State — 6 p.m.
Jax State at Alabama ARM — 6:30 p.m.
South Carolina State at TSU — 7 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Memphis — 7 p.m

Higdon new
radio voice
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State football and basketball games will have a new voice
on its radio broadcasts this year
as Nathan Higdon will join longtime play-by-play announcer Neal
Bradley on the Mufray State Sports
Network this seas
Higdon, the gen ral manager
of WKBG 102.1
in Mayfield,
is a native of Fancy Farm. Prior
to joining the MSU Sports Network, Higdon served as the playby-play announcer for Calloway
County High School sports.
In his new role, Higdon will
provide color analysis during
games, while Bradley will handle
the play-by-play in his 13th-year
on Racer broadcasts.
Racer broadcasts will begin 30
minutes prior to kickoff. The pregame show will include a scouting report, an interview with Racer
head coach Joe Pannunzio and
insight into that day's game. David
Ramey will once again serve as
the team's sideline reporter.

MSU duo getting their kicks
Ohliger, Gaither
hope to kick
Racers to title
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
To the casual fan, special teams
may be the most overlooked aspect
of a football game.
However, one would be hardpressed to find a Murray State
gridiron fan who doesn't think the
unit is important
—
especially
after last season.
After all, special teams was
a direct result of
RACERS the -Racers' first
Valley
Ohio
Conference championship since
1996, which came to fruition with
Shane Andrus' 52-yard game-winning field goal in the regular-season finale against Eastern Illinois
"It's very vital to a team's success,"
said
senior
placekicker/punter Jesse Ohliger, who
is saddled .with the unenviable task
of replacing the former All-American and Murray High standout.
"Just like we saw last year, you
can win or lose a game with a
field goal."
The 6-2,226-pound Ohliger, who
transferred to MSU from the University of Miami (Fla.) before the
2001 season, has been stuck behind
Andrus for the past two seasons,
working mainly on the kickoff
unit. He has attempted just one
field goal in his Racer career.
Ohliger has taken the delay in
his place-kicking debut in stride.
He's used the past two seasons to
prepare for his chance at a starting job.
"I was never really mad or
upset at all about the decision,"

Game
Notes

was_ doing wrong _ _
was
t approaching) the ball too fast.
But I've corrected that, and now
I'm ready to go," he added.
Setting The Stage
Ohliger insists that there's no
This is the first-ever meeting
added pressure in replacing the
between Murray State and Valhighly-successful Andrus. Howevparaiso, as well as the seaer, he does have a teammate that
son
opener for both the Rache can relate to if the going gets
ers and Crusaders. The Ractough.
ers are coming off a 7-5 seaMuch like Ohliger, Memphis
in 2002 and are the defendson
transfer James Gaither will take
ing
Ohio
Valley Conference coon the responsibility of replacing
champions. MSU, which lost
another All-OVC kicker — punter
12 starters off of last year's
Brian Bivens, who holds the school
squad,
has replaced all five
record for the best punting averstarters
on the offensive line
age in a season (73.5) and in a
and
three
starters on the defengame (44.8).
sive
line.
The 6-4, 220-pound Gaither, a
Grayson native, served as MemValparaiso Facts
phis' first-string punter a year ago,
Valparaiso is a member of the
averaging 40.3 yards on 35 punts
Pioneer Football League, a nonwhile placing 22 kicks inside the
scholarship Division I-AA conopponent's 20-yard line. The junference which includes OVC
ior started for the Tigers in their
members Austin Peay and
season opener against the Racers
Morehead State. Coached by
last August.
Tom Horne, the Crusaders went
"I really wasn't happy at Mem1-10 in 2002 and return 20
phis," Gaither recalled. "It's a nice
starters.
school and everything, but it just
wasn't the right environment for
Worth Noting
me.
t Valpo athletic director Dr.
"Murray State's a great place
William Steinbrecher is the
for me because it's close to home
father of first-year OVC comand I don't have to sit out and
missioner Dr. Jon A. Steinwait a year to play."
brecher, a 1983 graduate of
Heading into the 2003 camValpo.
paign, Gaither is slated to serve
as the Racers' long punter, with
Racer Update
Ohliger handling most of the short
Murray State is looking to win
punting duties.
a season-opener for the first
"I feel like I've got a big,
time in three years. MSU is
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo strong leg that can help this team 4, 0-2 in its last two season openREADY AND WILLING ... Place-kicker Jesse Ohliger (top) out," noted Gaither. "I don't realers, falling to Ole Miss in 2001
and punter James Gaither will attempt to fill the voids left ly think about replacing (Bivens)
and Memphis last season. Murby the graduation of Murray State's All-OVC kicking duo of or, anybody else. I'm not trying
ray State's last season-opento walk in his footsteps. I'm just
Shane Andrus and Brian Bivens.
ing win came in 2000 when
going to go my own way."
the Racers beat Southern Illiclaimed Ohliger. "Shane was a
"I had a really good summer.
The Racers hope that "way"
nois 42-20 in Joe Pannunzio's
great kicker, and I learned a lot I went to a few kicking camps will lead them to back-to-back
first game as head coach,
from him.
and fixed some of the things I OVC titles.

GOOD LUCK RACERS!
from

HOLLAND
TIRE
CO.

•New Name-Brand Tires
*Large Selection of
Used Tires
•Brake Repair
*Oil Changes
*Rotation & Balance

Open Monday-Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Saturday 8 a.m. - Noon

96 EAST MAIN ST. • MURRAY • 753-5606

2f•s999 20'10"
Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti dinner buffets
including drink!
Mon.-Fri.
4:30-9:00 p.m.
Sat. & Sun.
All Day

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat. & Sun.
All Dqy
•,
1 1. !-ip-r

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110

coop,1,17 AMP"
At- • ligpv
'Not good with any other offer thru 9/4/03

804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656

COOP-

Acti-?stv!
\

'Not good with any other otter that 914/03
804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6658
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Robinson's homer
lifts Cards into first

KYLE ERICSON/AP

CELEBRATION AT THE PLATE ... Kerry Robinson (0) is swarmed by Cardinals teammates
Jim Edmonds (15), Orlando Palmeiro (16) and others at home plate after hitting a walkoff solo home run in the ninth inning against the Cubs on Thursday at Busch Stadium.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Kerry
Robinson's first homer of the season came at a perfect time for
the St. Louis Cardinals.
Robinson hit a 3-2 pitch from
Chicago Cubs reliever Mike Remlinger over the
right-center field
wall leading off
the bottom of
the ninth inning
Thursday night,
giving the Cardinals a 3-2 win
and a shale of first place in the
NL Central.
Robinson fell behind 0-2 in the
count, took three balls, then hit a
line drive into the St. Louis bullpen
that reliever Jason Simontacchi
caught with his cap. It was Robinson's first homer since May 29,
2002, at Houston.
The Cardinals tied Houston for
first place, while the Cubs stayed
1 1/2 games behind.
Robinson, shuttled three times
this year to Triple-A Memphis,

said it was his first game-ending
home run.
"I don't think I've ever done
it in a video game," said Robinson, who also had an RBI double.
In fact, the 175-pound outfielder
figured he wouldn't even bat given
the availability of the more powerful Eduardo Perez on the bench.
"I was kind of surprised they
left me in there," Robinson said.
"I kind of -asked, 'Am I hitting?'
They said, 'Yeah, get up there."
Reliever Mike DeJean (5-7)
pitched 1 2-3 hitless innings to
earn his first win since Milwaukee traded him to St. Louis last
week. He escaped a -second-andthird, one-out jam in the eighth
when Ramon Martinez lined to
center fielder Jim Edmonds, whose
throw home beat Doug Glanville.
"I don't think anybody in baseball has as much accuracy and
with such strength of arm," Cardinals manager Tony La Russa
said of Edmonds.

U.S. Open

Four minutes prove
costly to Tigers, 5-3
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Four minutes was all it took to unravel
the Murray High Tigers' bid for a berth in
the All 'A' Classic regional
championship match.
Second District rival Mayfield scored three goals in
a four-minute stretch of the
)second half, propelling the
\ Cardinals to a 5-3 triumph
over the Tigers in prep soccer action Thursday night at
the Mallary France Soccer Complex.
"They really put pressure on us all night
— especially in the second half," said MHS
head coach James Weatherly, whose squad
was outshot 25-9 by its visitors. "We had
some (defensive) breakdowns, but you really
can't blame it on the defense. We just didn't do a very good job anywhere on the
field."
Murray (2-1-1) appeared to be in control
as a Mayfield defender accidentally tapped
the ball into his own goal for an own goal
and a 3-1 Tiger advantage with 19 minutes
to play.
However, the. Cardinals (4-0) rallied with
an onslaught of goals. Drew Nowlin netted
the first score and Patrick Conyea followed
with a goal off an assist by Luis Fabian to

Hester lifts
Lady Lakers
over district
rival Graves
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Lady
Laker soccer team captured a key
2-1 triumph over Second District
rival Graves County Thursday night
at the Jim Nix
Soccer
Complex.
Lisa Hester's
unassisted goal
, with 30 seconds
remaining lifted
the Lady Lakers to the victory,
breaking a 1-1 tie and improving
Calloway to 2-1 on the season.
The game-winner helped CCHS
overcome a sluggish first half.
"The girls came out pretty slow
in the first half," said Lady Laker
head coach Kristy Provine. "They
just weren't finishing shots and
stepping up like I know they can.
But we kicked it into gear in the
second half and got the victory."
Graves County took a 1.-0 lead
in the match, but Haley White
pulled Calloway even on a goal
off an assist from Kayla Bazzell.
Katie Bogard recorded seven
saves for Calloway, which outshot the Lady Eagles 20-11
The Lakers return to the field
on Thursday when they host Lone
Oak for a junior varsity/varsity doubleheader.

tie the contest. Conyea then put the Cardinals ahead for good on a penalty kick with
15 minutes remaining.
Fabian and Murray's Magdi Mandil each
scored twice for their respective teams. Both
of Mandil's goals came off assists from Tim
Masthay.
Goalkeeper Nick Warner recorded 10 saves
for the Tigers. Mayfield's Evan Roberts was
credited with three saves.
The Tigers return to the field on Saturday
for a home match with Madisonville-North
Hopkins. Junior varsity action is slated for
5:30 p.m. The varsity match will follow.
In correlation with the match, the Tiger
program will be celebrating 20 years of boys'
soccer at MHS.
A dinner will be held at 4:30 p.m. in the
school's cafeteria to celebrate the occasion.
At that time, the program will also announce
the first five inductees into the MHS Soccer
Hall of Fame. Honorees will also be recognized at halftime of the varsity match.
Girls Soccer
Lone Oak 2, Lady Tigers 1
PADUCAH, Ky. — Melisa Curry scored
off an assist from teammate Hayden Goodnight midway through the second half to lift
Lone Oak to a victory over visiting Murray
High Thursday night.
The Lady Tigers (0-2-1) held a 15-9 edge
in shots, but managed just two more on goal

Capriati
feels at
home on
court

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Time photo

OUT OF MY WAY ... Murray High's Tim Masthay (19) shields a Mayfield player from the ball during Thursday's All 'A' Classic matchup
against the Cardinals at the Mallary France Soccer Complex.
after Curry's eventual game-winner. Emily
Seay put the only goal on the scoreboard for Murray with a second-half
score that tied the contest at 1-I.
MHS goalkeeper Haley Hart record-

ed six saves. Katelyn Halicks notched
10 for the Lady Flash.
Murray returns to action on Saturday,
when it competes in a tournament at
Henderson County.

Titans win over Pack despite delay
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) —
Steve McNair made only a cameo
appearance Thursday night. Brett
Favre and Ahman Green didn't
even do that.
They were the only ones who
had a short night, however.
McNair took three snaps in the
Tennessee
Titans' 27-3 victory over the
Green Bay Packers that included a 2-hour, 33minute lightning delay and didn't
end until early Friday morning.
Torrential rains made for a messy
first half and maybe a fourth of
the 69,126 fans — who got a double dose of disappointment when
Favre and Green sat out altogether — stuck around to watch play
resume at 11:01 p.m. CDT.
They got a hearty laugh when
the two-minute warning was
announced one play later, and let
out a huge cheer when it was
announced that the usual 12-minute
halftime would last only one minute.

MORRY GASH,AP

VACANCY ... Many seats at the newly-renovated Lambeau
Field are empty as the clock winds down in the first half
of Thursday's preseason game between the Titans and
Green Bay Packers. The game was suspended for more
than two hours due to lightning.
The fourth quarter didn't start
until after midnight and the game
ended at 12:46 a.m.

The teams cleared the field with
2:05 left in the first half when
thunder shook the stadium with Ten-

nessee leading 14-0 and Green
Bay facing third-and-I0 at midfield.
"We tried to make it to halftime ... but I got a little too concerned about how close it was,"
Packers president Bob Harlan said
of the lightning.
Most fans immediately began
clearing out of the aluminum
bleacher seats and heading for the
parking lots or the concourses that
were widened during the recent
$295 million renovation of Lambeau Field.
Several thousand fans stayed
put andcheered every crack of thunder for 20 minutes before they
were ordered to take cover.
"The main reason the league
wanted the game to be completed is because of the integrity of
the preseason," Harlan said. "The
fans have paid to see it. The commissioner felt it was important that
we make every attempt, as long
as we didn't affect the safety of
the fans or the players, m complete the game."

UoTh's Shelton shies away from expectations
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Heading into
Sunday's game at Kentucky, no Louisville Cardinal has more of a reputation to fulfill than
sophomore running back Eric Shelton.
The Lexington native not only carries the
label of one of the most electrifying performers in state high school football history,
but also the burden of being a former tailback at one of the nation's elite college programs, Florida State.

It marked the third straight game
the Cardinals hit the Chicago
bullpen hard. St. Louis scored three
ninth-inning runs in Tuesday's 74 loss, then rallied from a 2-0
eighth-inning deficit to win 4-2
Wednesday.
"It's frustrating to have a guy
who hasn't hit a home run all
year beat you," said Remtinger
(5-5). "It's unacceptable."
The Cardinals won five of seven
games against the Cubs at Busch
Stadium this year and 13 of 16
over the past two seasons. St.
Louis hasn't lost a home series
to the Cubs since the final series
of the 1999 season. Since 1996,
the Cubs are 12-42 in St. Louis.
The game featured strong showings by both starting pitchers,
Chicago's Carlos Zambrano and
the Cardinals' Matt Morris.
Zambrano, who has lost once
in his past eight starts, allowed
just two runs, one earned, in seven
innings, striking out six and walking three.

"A lot of people are expecting me to do a
lot of great things," Shelton said. "I just want
to let everybody know I'm human, like everybody else. I make mistakes and there are going
to be mistakes made."
Shelton finished his prep career at Bryan
Station High School with 59 touchdowns and
4,970 rushing yards and was tabbed a top-I00
prospect by several national publications.
He never considered staying at home to
play for Kentucky, not with NCAA sanctions
looming and not with heavyweight pursuers

like Florida, Flonda State and Ohio State. He
chose the Seminoles, whose coaches promised
him immediate playing time.
But as the 2001 season unfolded in Tallahassee, Shelton found himself relegated mostly to special teams. He saw just enough action.
though, to lose his redshin and felt cheated.
Louisville entered the picture because Shelton had stayed in touch with high school teammates J.T. and Robert Haskins, both of whom
were already Cardinals. The brothers talked
up the program.

NEW YORK (AP) — All of
27, Jennifer Capriati counts as a
veteran on the WTA Tour, a member of the old guard fending off
the kids.
She's had highs and lows, in
tennis and away from it: The rapid
rise as a teen phenom. The welldocumented fall from grace. The
remarkable return to the top. replete
with three Grand Slam tournament
titles and a brief stay at No. I.
Through it all, Capriati always
has been able to count on her
power with a racket. The shots
and smiles came quite easily Thursday night at the U.S. Open, where
she reached the third round by overpowering Martina Sucha of Slovakia 6-1, 6-1.
The tennis court is "where I
live basically. I mean, I still get
nerves, of course, playing in front
of huge crowds, certain things
might make me lose my focus,"
the No.6-seeded Capriati said."But
I don't think you can get any
more comfortable than how I feel
about tennis tournaments.**
Mary Pierce also knows the
ups and downs of pro tennis.
She's been a major champion
— twice. She's also gone three
years without a title at any level.
She's been ranked No. 3 in the
world. And, waylaid .by a long
series of injuries, she's fallen out
of the top 100.
Faced with a 5-1 third-set deficit
against No. 22-seeded Jelena Dokic,
Pierce mustered just enough oomph
and gumption to pull out a 6-2,
6-7 (5), 7-6 (5) victory and reach
the third round on a day with a
tournament-record total attendance
of 56,183.
"I'm still not back to the level
where I want to be. It's still a
process for me," the 28-year-old
Pierce said. "The fitness and my
physical level are getting -better,
but it's not there yet. My legs
kind of weren't there in the third
set, so I just said. 'Start going
for your shots."
Capriati didn't need that son
of self-encouragement against
Sucha, who picked up a lastminute sponsorship when it was
announced she'd be playing at night
in a nationally televised match.
Sucha wore a patch for a doughnut company, hastily stitched on
her shirt.
The only games Capriati lost,
curiously, were on her own serve,
and she helped Sucha by doublefaulting five times.
"I miss being at the top and
playing good tennis," said Capriati,
who sipped a beer on court after
winning a tuncup event last week
for her first title since 2002.
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U.S. pounds Puerto Rico 91-65
6 SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP)
— Daniel Santiago's hook shot
was bouncing softly around the
rim when Elton Brand reached up
and knocked it off. It would have
been goaltending in the NBA, but
not under international rules.
The play kept Puerto Rico from
pulling within two points midway
through the second quarter, and it
never got that close again as the
United States won 91-65 Thursday night in its final game of the
second round at the Tournament
of the Americas.
•
"Lot of attempts, but that was
my first one ever," Brand said.
"It's not instinctive, and you have
to be instinctive to go up there
and hit it when it can still go in."
The teams will play again Saturday night in the semifinals, with
a berth in the Athens Olympics
at stake.
The loser will get another chance
at qualifying for Athens on Sunday in the third-place game against

the loser of the Canada-Argentina
semifinal.
Tim Duncan led the U.S. team
with 16 points as the Americans
improved to 8-0 in this tournament.
Tracy McGrady made a surprise return to the U.S. starting
lineup two days after he said his
sprained back would prevent him
from playing in the remainder of
the tournament. He finished with
six points in 17 minutes.
"It was the treatment." said
McGrady, who went so far as to
say Wednesday that it would take
a miracle for him to return. "It
was a miracle::
Unlike four years ago when the
U.S.-Puerto Rico game featured a
raucous crowd that waved political banners and reached the upper
limits of the decibel meter, this
crowd was much more subdued
— especially in the second half
when the U.S. team turned it into
a blowout.

Duncan had 10 of the U.S. team's
first 18 points, but the Americans
couldn't shake Puerto Rico until
the second quarter. A dunk by Jose
"Piculin" Ortiz and a fast-break
layup by Shari Fajardo prompted
U.S. coach Larry Brown to call a
timeout with his team leading just
28-27, and the Americans came
out of the break playing with a
greater sense of urgency.
A baseline drive and dunk by
Ray Allen was followed by a difficult off-balance jumper from the
lane by Allen Iverson, making it
34-30, and Brand's non-goaltending play kept the score that way.
"We've been trying to get them
the whole tournament. Even the centers, Jermaine (O'Neal) and Tim,
they didn't have one. We were
joking about getting me the first
one," Brand said.
That comment was relayed to
Duncan, who strongly disagreed.
"No, I got one," Duncan protested. "It's so hard to remember, you

see the ball bouncing up there and
you know you can go get it but
you just can't tell your body to
go do it."
Responded Brand: "No. No. No.
Tim Duncan did not have a goaltend. I don't remember it. 1 didn't see it. We'll have to check
the tapes."
Jason Kidd's first 3-pointer of
the tournament (he had been 0for-7) upped the lead to seven before
full-court pressure by Kidd forced
an 8-second backcoun violation.
A three-point play by Brand gave
the Americans their first 10-point
lead, 40-30.
"I had a streak, and that's a streak
you don't want, but my job is to
run the offense and get the ball
to the right guys," Kidd said.
Brand then stripped the ball
from Carlos Arroyo in the backcourt on the ensuing inbounds play,
and Kidd picked up the loose ball
and fed Brand for a dunk and a
I2-point lead.

'Terps stunned by N. Illinois in OT
DEKALB, Ill. (AP) — The ball bounced
off the leg of a defender, fluttered into the
air and landed softly in the hands of a surprised Randee Drew — a fitting ending to a
wild upset.
Northern Illinois stunned No. 15 Maryland
20-13 in overtime on Thursday night, a victory capped when Drew intercepted Scott
McBrien's long pass near the end zone.
The pass, intended for Latrez Harrison, hit
defensive back Rob Lee in the leg as he fell
backward and shot into the air.
Waiting underneath to grab it was Drew.
"Everything was in slow motion," Drew
said. "One of them fell and kicked the ball
and it came right to me. I guess (they) just
put me in the right spot at the right time."
It took the Huskies a moment to realize
what had happened. When they did, the entire
team rushed the field to celebrate only their
third win ever over a ranked team.

Even after the game, coach Joe Novak was
still confused.
"Could somebody tell me what happened?"
Novak said. "All I know is everyone said we
won, so I was going to go along with it."
Northern Illinois got the ball first in overtime and scored three plays later when Josh
Ha!di threw a 20-yard touchdown to Dan
Sheldon. Sheldon caught Haldi's pass at the
IS. spun around a defender and raced into
the end zone for the game-winning score.
Haldi was 2I-for-35 for 266 yards and two
TDs.
Northern Illinois had a chance to win the
game in regulation but Steve Azar's 43-yard
field goal attempt was partially blocked by
Madieu Williams with 1.3 seconds left.
The attempt was set up by a roughing the
passer call on D'Qwell Jackson, one of several costly penalties against the Terrapins.
Maryland is the highest-ranked opponent

Northern Illinois has ever beaten. The Huskies
defeated No. 20 Bowling Green last year, and
knocked off No. 24 Fresno State in 1990.
It also got the Huskies off to a strong
start on a tough non-conference schedule. After
a game at Tennessee Tech, Northern Illinois
plays at Alabama before hosting Iowa State.
"I told the kids before we played, win,
lose or draw, let's enjoy the moment. We're
on national TV, we're playing a ranked teatn."
Novak said. "I think they did, and they're
enjoying the moment even more now."
The Terrapins couldn't have liked it any
less.
Maryland led 13-10 in the fourth quarter
when the Huskies reeled off an 18-play, 84yard drive that ate up 7:58 and tied the game.
Running back Michael Turner, held in check
for most of the game, had 37 yards on eight
carries during the drive.

W. Kentucky
upends
Union

Save Over $20 a Month
the Square Deal in phone service
• our lowest rate guarantee
• rate we quote is rate you pay
• no additional taxes. fees or charge,
; • keep same line and number
• satisfaction guaranteed

Simple Solution ... $35 .
I ,month
• unlimited regional long distance calling
• unlimited FREE calling features

D IALOG
telecommunications

Prep Volleyball

Sign Up Today
(888) 439-6100
www.calldialog.com

at Paducah Tilghman
Murray defeated Tilghman /5_
20, 25-13
Records: Murray 5-1,

LSQUARE DEAL

Preawned livings!!!
Chrome Wheels

Sunroof leather

Loaded

1999 LINCOLN TOWN CAR
Cartier Series - Local One Owner

$16,900

1993 BUICK CENTURY

1999 DODGE CARAVAN SPORT

All Pwr. - V6 - Only 43K Miles

Local One Owner

All Pwr.

Red

$4,900

$9,900

2001 CHEVY EXT. CAB 2WD

1997 CHEVY EXT. CAB 4WD

4 Dr.

All Pwr

Dual Pwr Seats

$118,900
1996 MERCURY SABLE WAGON
Leather - Loaded

G LS Package

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

American League
All Times COT
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
New York
81
614
51
-Ttstoontno
77
56 5794 1/2
65
68 48916 1/2
Baltimore
61
72 45920 1/2
Tampa Bay
53
79 402 28
Central Division
W
Pct GB
L
Kansas City
70
62 530
71
63 530
lAh
inicna
eg
so
ota
69
64
5191 12
.
Cleveland
60
448
74
11
Detroit
:33
99 250 37
West Division
L
Pct GB
Oakland
79
55
590
—
Seattle
77
57 575
2
Anaheim
64
70 478
15
Texas
61
73 455
18
Thursday's Games
N.Y. Yankees 7. Chicago White Sox 5
Oakland 6, Baltimore 4
Minnesota 6, Anaheim 1
Yampa Bay 3, Seattle 2
Cleveland 8, Detroit 3
Kansas City 6, Texas 5, 11 innings
Friday's Games
N.Y Yankees (Contreras 4-1) at Boston
(Lowe 13-6), 605 pm
Toronto (Escobar 9-8) at Cleveland
(Sabathia 12-7), 6:05 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 11-12) at
Detroit (Robertson 0-0). 605 pm
Minnesota (Mays 8-8) at Texas (Thomson
12-10), 7:05 p.m.
Anaheim (Washburn 9-12) at Kansas City
(Gobble 2-2), 7:05 p.m.
Baltimore (DuBose 1-4) at Seattle
(R Franklin 9-11), 9:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Kennedy 3-10) at Oakland
(Hudson 13-4), 9:05 p.m

National League
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
Atlanta
85
48
639
—
Philadelphia
70
63 526
15
Florida
70
63 526
15
Montreal
71
64
526
15
New York
59
73
44725 1,'2
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
C
H0
h itc
is
atgo
63
St LO
70
63 526
6
68
1
6
70
4
5151 1/2
Pittsburgh
oLuisC
Cincinnati
58
75 4
43:
6
12
8
58
75
436
12
West Division
I
Pct GB
San Francisco
80
52 606
—
Arizona
69
64
51911 1/2
Los Angeles
68
64
515
12
Colorado
65
71
478
17
San Diego
53
81
396 28
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee 4, Cincinnati 3, 10 innings
Montreal 4, Philadelphia 0
Colorado 6, San Francisco I
Pittsburgh 5, Florida 0
N V Mets 3. Atlanta 1
Los Angeles 6, Houston 3
St Louis 3. Chicago Cubs 2
Friday's Games
Milwaukee (Sheets 10-10) at Chicago
Cubs (Clement 11-11), 220 p.m.
Atlanta (Ru Ortiz 18-5) at Pittsburgh
(S Torres 5-3), 605 p.m
Philadelphia (Millwood 12-9) at N Y Mets
(Trachsel 13-7). 610 pm
,St. Louis (Haien 3-4) at Cincinnati (Bale
0-1), 610 pm
Montreal (Tucker 0-1) at Florida (Beckett
6-7). 6 35 p.m
San Diego (Eaton 7-9) at Houston
(Robertson 12-6), 705 p.m.
San Francisco (Rueter 7-4) at Arizona
(Batista 8-7). 905 p.m.
Colorado (Vance 1-0) at Los Angeles
(K Brown 12-7). 9:10 pm
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Skyhawks edge
Austin Peay 20-21
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee Martin knocked off Austin
Peay 21-20 Thursday night when
Justin Deardorff a missed an extra

We Offer

eem

f„,71(ceee

EHeating & Air
*Servicing All Brands of
Air-Conditioning Equipment
*Installation

Loaded

$11,900
Local One Owner

Sponsored By:

Staff Report
vided a 41 and Laurel McManMurray Ledger & Times
is shot a 58.
CALVERT CITY, Ky. — A
On the boys' side, both Calgood showing by Kachin Hutch- loway and Murray finished behind
ing, along with the rest of the Marshall County and Mayfield.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) Calloway
County girls' team. proThe Lalcers had a team score
— Chris Miller had 15 carries pelled
the Lady Lakers to vic- of 170, while Murray took to
for 160 yards as Western Ken- tory over
Marshall County, Mur- the clubhouse a 183.
tucky opened defense of its Divi- ray and
Mayfield in prep golf
Josh Burks paced CCHS with
sion I-AA title with a 51-3 win action
Thursday at the Calvert City a 38, while T.J. Hargrove (39),
over Union, Ky., Thursday night. Country
Club.
Zach Capps (44) and Matt ButThe Hilltopers' win gives 32The Lady Laker fired a 144 terworth (49) rounded out the
year-old David Elson his first vic- and were
paced by Hutching's scoring.
tory as a college head coach.
28 on a par-25 course. Whitney
Josh Dunn led the Murray
Western scored its first seven
Hendon (37), Courtney Swift (39) boys' with a 38. Micah Rayburn
points with a pair of safeties sand- and Jenny
Gingles (40) rounded fired a 49, Sam Schneiderman
wiched around a 46-yard field out scores
for Calloway.
carded a 51 and Adam Peebles
goal by Matt Lange. Later, LerAngela DeBella carded a 29 finished with a 55.
ron Moore ran 25 yards for the for Murray
High. Kelly Dick proHilltoppers' first touchdown.

with Dialog phone service

2000 OLDS ALERO GLS

SCOREBO=

All Pwr. CD & Cass. 3 Dr.

Rut Irs RHEEM.

759-1457
293-2696

point with 36 seconds left in the
season opener for both teams.
Yuri Howard scored a touchdown
for Austin Peay (0-1, 0-1 Ohio
Valley Conference) on a 2I-yard
pass from Jesse Kellogg with 1:27
left to pull the Governors to within 21-14. Austin Peay recovered
the ensuing onside kick, and Kellogg found Pat Curran with a 47yard scoring pass for the apparent tying touchdown.
UT-Martin (1-0, 1-0 Ohio Valley) rushed for 227 yards to just
53 for the Governors.
Andrew Staten carried 19 times
for 99 yards and a touchdown for
UT-Martin.

HOME OPENER 2003
RACER FOOTBALL YS VALPARAISO

$15,900

Saturday, August 30 — Game Time: 6:00 p.m.

2000 SATURN LS2

Tailgate Festivities Begin at 3:30 p.m.
Live Entertainment Featuring The Murr-Vegas All-Stars!

Loaded

Leather

V6

Must See!

$4,500
$11,900
BRANDON k T. WORLD
1300 121 N. BY-PASS • MURRAY, KY
(270)753-5315 — (800)455-5315

All Children 12 & Under Receive

FREE ADMISSION
RACERS

As Part Of The Take-A-Kid-To-The-Game Promotion
Enjoy Our Inflatable Fun Kids Zone!

Super Saturdays
registration
deadline nears
Murray State University's Center for Gifted Studies will again
bring its successful Super Saturdays program to the Crisp Center,
MSU's Paducah Regional campus. The Super Saturdays Program
brings together the region's best students, top quality faculty, and
intellectually stimulating study topics for four consecutive Saturdays
beginning Sept. 6. Study topics include: languages, math, art, and
computers. The courses are intended to challenge students and provide
enriching opportunities at a more rapid pace and in smaller groups
than are usually found in their schools. Super Saturdays is open to
gifted/talented, and other exceptional children in primary Level 1
through grade 7.
The program meets from 9:30 a.m. - noon every Saturday in
September. Registrations are currently being taken, Enrollment in
each class is limited. To register, or to find out more information on
the Super Saturdays program and requirements please call 270-7623662, or 1-800-669-7654, extension 3662.

Wellness Center, Red Cross offer GuardStart program
The Center for Health & Wellness and the
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross are offering the first class of GuardStart.
Life guarding Tomorrow for motivated II - 14year-olds.
On Oct. 6 through 10 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
the Center for Health & Wellness, participants
will receive training that will jump-start them into
Red Cross lifeguarding. The American Red Cross
GuardStart is designed to prepare 11-14-years old
to take American Red Cross Lifeguarding certification programs and for future work as lifeguards. The GuardStart program helps participants build a foundation of knowledge, attitudes,
and skills that they will need to be responsible
lifeguards.
Lessons are grouped into five main areas of
prevention, fitness, response, leadership, and professionalism. This program has a flexible format,
modular in design, and consists of a combination
of video instruction, classroom presentation with
exercises, as well as pool practice and skills
demonstration. In the Prevention area, the students learn about the causes and ways to prevent

drowning and diving accidents, learn hossii
supervise others around the water, and learn hos
to recognize when someone is in trouble
The Fitness area helps improve ssimnnii
stroke mechanics, endurance, strength. and physical fitness level for the skills necessary to
become a lifeguard. The goals of the Response
area of the program require demonstration, with
prompting, how to perform self-rescue, how to
assist others in trouble in the water, and how to
provide basic-level first aid and CPR.
The youth learn about Leadership characteristics and skills necessary to communicate effectively, make informed decisions, be an effective
leader, be part of a team, and provide good customer service. In the Professionalism area, they
learn how to search and apply for a job and prepare for an interview, and understand the importance of providing quality community service.
Before entering the program, the youth should
be able to demonstrate these skills:
• Swim the front crawl for 25 yards continuously while breathing to the front or side.
• Tread water for one minute using arms and

Chemistry lecture features Hackerman
The 2003 Gary Boggess Distinguished
Lecture in Chemistry features renowned chemist
Dr. Norman Hackerman as the keynote speaker.
Hackerman, educated at Johns Hopkins
University, went to the University of TexasAustin in 1945, after working on a method of
producing Uranium-235 for the Manhattan
Project. He spent time at UT-Austin and Rice
University as an educator and academic administrator during tumultuous times of social and scientific unrest during the Vietnam War and the
Nixon administration.
Hackerman was chairman of the department
of chemistry, dean of research and sponsored
programs and president of UT-Austin. He is currently Professor Emeritus of Chemistry and
Biochemistry. He has served on the Advisory
Council of the College of Natural Sciences since
1985.
Currently, he is chairman of the Scientific

Advisory Board of the Robert A. Welch Society, the Vannevar Bush Award of the
Foundation, a philanthropic organization in National Science Board and the National Medal
Houston that supports chemical research. He has of Science.
The Boggess Distinguished Lecture by
most recently been instrumental in promoting
the university's interest in nano- and molecular Hackerman, titled "Science and Society," is
scheduled for Sept. 17 at 3:30 p.m. The event
science.
Hackerman was awarded the Hall of Honor will be held in Room 320 of the Blackburn
Award by the UT College of Natural Science in Science Building on Murray State's campus.
The lecture is named for Dr, Gary Boggess,
1991. The Norman Hackerman Endowed
Presidential Scholarship in Chemistry and former dean of the MSU college of science.
Boggess served the university for many years as
Biochemistry was created in his honor in 1992.
In addition to his work in Texas, Hackerman a professor of chemistry before stepping into the
has been an adviser to the U.S. Departments of dean's position.
The 2003 lecture is sponsored by the MSU
Defense, Energy and Commerce; adviser to the
Executive Office of the President and the department of chemistry, Air Products and the
President's Science Advisory Committee; and MSU Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Program.
chairman of the National Science Board.
For more information, contact Dr. Ricky Cox
His awards include the American Institute of
Chemists' Gold Medal, the Charles Lathrop in at (270) 762-6543 or by e-mail at
Parsons Award of the American Chemical ricky.cox@munaystate.edu.
•

Groups offer
babysitter
training
The Center for Health &
Wellness at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross will be offering the
American Red Cross Babysitter's
Training for youth ages II
through 15 who are interested in
learning the skills and first aid
needed when babysitting young
children.
The Babysitter's Training will
be at the Center for Health &
Wellness on Monday, Oct. 6 and
Saturday. Dec. 27 from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. The course includes tips for
interviewing for a babysitting job,
information on safe and ageappropriate toys and games, diapering and feeding techniques,
tips on how to handle bedtime
issues, and information for having
a safe babysitting experience.
The cost for the Babysitter's
Training is $40 and includes the
Babysitter's Training Handbook
with resources like the babysitter's report card and family interview form, the Babysitter's First
Aid Kit, and lunch both days.
Class size is limited to 12 participants and pre-registration is
required.
To register, call Holly Webb,
Director of the
Executive
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, at 270-7531421. For more information on
this class or others, contact
Lancaster, - Health
Allison
Promotions Coordinator at the
Centq for Health & Wellness at
270-7'62-1832.
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Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Sept. 2-5 have been released by Judy Clark
and Janice McCuiston, food services directors for the city and
county schools respectively.
The schools will not be in session on Monday. Sept. 1, because
of the Labor day holiday. The menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily)
Tuesday - Poptart; Wednesday - pancake and sausage on a stick;
Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (fresh and
canned fruits, vegetables and milk available daily) - Tuesday - cheese
pizza, hamburgers; Wednesday • taco salad, turkey sandwich;
Thursday - barbecue pork sandwich, chicken sandwich; Friday - pepperoni pizza, fish sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, milk and juice available daily)
Tuesday - biscuit and gravy; Wednesday - assorted muffins; Thursday
- sausage biscuit; Friday - cinnamon roll. Lunch (fresh and canned
fruits, vegetables and milk available daily) Tuesday - tacos, chicken
sandwich; Wednesday - baked ham and rolls, chicken salad plate;
Chuckwagon sandwich; Thursday - pepperoni pizza, chef salad with
crackers, grilled cheese sandwich; Friday - turkey and cheese wrap,
chicken salad with pickle, cheeseburger.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, milk and juice available daily)
Tuesday - pancake and sausage on stix; Wednesday- cinnamon raisin
biscuit; Thursday -sausage biscuit; Friday - Danish. Lunch (pizzas,
cheeseburgers, hamburgers and milk available daily) Tuesday Chuckwagon sandwich, chef salad with crackers: Wednesday spaghetti with meat sauce and garlic bread, chicken salad plate;
Thursday - chicken sandwich, chef salad with crackers: Friday- crispto with cheese, corn dog.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool - Breakfast (milk is served daily) Tuesday - cinnamon
toast, fruit juice; Wednesday - breakfast bagel, peaches; Thursday scrambled eggs. bacon, toast, fruit Juice. Lunch (milk is served daily)
Tuesday - grilled cheese sandwich, pickle, tater tots, watermelon,
Wednesday - mini corn dogs. cole slaw, green peas, ice cream,
Thursday - lasagna, Texas toast, green beans, tossed salad with
dressing
Elementary - Breakfast (milk, Juice, toast or muffin, cereal, yogurt
or fresh fruit available daily) Tuesday - cinnamon raisin biscuit:
Wednesday - oatmeal and Poptart; Thursday - biscuit with sausage
gravy; Friday - donut. Lunch (vegetables, chef salads, fruit and milk
available daily) Tuesday - pizza, grilled chicken on bun, chef salad;
Wednesday - pig in a blanket, hamburger. chef salad: Thursday chicken and noodles with roll, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, chef
salad, Friday - spaghetti with meat sauce and Texas toast, grilled
cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (yogurt, cereal, toast, fruit juice. fresh fruit and
milk available daily) Tuesday - donuts, Wednesday - ham biscuit;
Thursday - French toast sticks with syrup; Friday - sausage biscuit.
Lunch (Domino's pizza, chef salads, vegetables, fruit and milk available daily) Tuesday - ravioli casserole with bread sticks, breaded chicken on bun, deli turkey sandwich; Wednesday - beef faista, hamburger,
ham and cheese sandwich; Thursday - steak nuggets with roll, grilled
chicken on bun, submarine sandwich; Friday - foot long hot dog. turkey
club on hoagie. turkey sandwich.
High - Breakfast (Poptarts, muffins, toast, cereal, donuts, fruit juice
and milk available daily) Tuesday - sausage biscuit; Wednesday - pancakes with syrup; Thursday - biscuit with sausage gravy; Friday donuts_ Lunch (vegetables, fruit, cold sandwiches, peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches, hamburgers, cheeseburgers. fries, chef salads.
Domino's pizza, fruit drinks, tea and milk available daily) Tuesday taco salad with Mexican corn bread, grilled chicken on bun:
Wednesday - steak fingers with roll, Thursday - Oriental chicken with
rice and egg roll. Laker wrap: Friday -foot long chili dog, fish sandwich.

leg,
• Submerge and sw im a distance of 10 feet
under diet
is a new program among the many
Aquatic and Water Safety programs presented by
the American Red Cross. You can count on the
American Red Cross for the best training on how
to be safe in, on. and around the water. The
American Red Cross has been the leader in aquat
ic education since 1914. Now the winning tradi
tion continues with this exciting .new addition to
a collection of aquatic courses, from the Whale
Tail pre-school water safety and Learn to Swim
programs to Lifeguard and Water Safety
Instructor certification.
The cost to participate is $85. Class space is
limited to 10 people, so be sure to sign up today
To register. call Holly Webb, Executive
Director of the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, at 270-753-1421.
For more information on this class or others.
contact Allison Lancaster. Health Promotions
Coordinator at the Center for Health & Wellness
at 270-762-1832.
1
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BE COOL...AT COST!
ALL GE AIR CONDITIONERS ON SALE
AT END OF SUMMER CLEARANCE PRICES'
Hi-Efficiency Room Air Conditioner
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APPLIANCE
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Offer valid Saturday. August 302003 only
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Women continue Lend-A-Hand mountain mission work
gram designed to help poor rural people
with medical needs. There, Kemner learned
the trade of midwivine she's deli% ered, at
last count, 503 babies.
"I always had the idea of combining
nursing and social work." Kemner said. If I
had the money then. I would have been a
doctor."
When their paths crossed in the early
1950's, Gall and Kemner found a mutual
desire to work with others. With Gall as a
teacher and Kemner a nurse, the partnership
was born to lead to their unique mission center, Lend-A-Hand.
Kemner, raised in Pennsylvania. had a
knack for cooking, gardening and tending to
people. Gall, from Indiana, could handle
animals, farming and carpentry work.

By JENNIFER K. HINKLE
Times-Tribune
CORBIN, Ky.(AP) — There were plenty of mountains to navigate in the rugged
southeastern portion of Kentucky in the
1950s. Money was tight, and jobs, for most
people. were hard to come by.
The hardness of life held a paradoxical
promise for Irma Gall, then 25. who wanted
to serve as a missionary. To support herself.
she found a job teaching in one-room
schoolhouses.
Unbeknownst to Gall, another young
woman was making her way through the
same mountains: also to find missionary
work. Peggy Kemner. a recent nursing
school graduate. found her promise in the
Frontier Nursing Service, a nonprofit pro-

By 1958, Gall and Kemner were using job."
Thanks to the help of hundreds of volunthese talents to reach out to the communities
around them. And that quest to "lend a teers and visiting work groups over the
hand" became not only their mission's decades, though. Lend-A-Hand has retained
namesake, but a motivating call to action for both its structures and strength.
The hardest trial, however, took place
those who cross the hand-built wooden
the Lend-A-Hand house. Gall and
inside
bridge onto their 500-acre homestead.
With their faith in God and their willing- Kemner faced irreconcilable "personal difness not only to lend-a-hand but to receive- ferences," Gall said, that resulted in Gall
a-hand, the mission grew into a landmark moving out. The two had shared the home
for the people who live around Walker, for 17 years. "That was a hard decision to
make, and a hard time," Gall said.
DeWitt. Pigeon Roost and Mills.
Although the rift could have separated
"Both Peggy and I really believe that
two completely, they continued working
the
and
skills
the
God led us here and gave us
together. "The interesting thing is," Gall
talents to work," Gall said.
Even with their faith, they've had obsta- added,"God pulled us through."
Even though she now lives in
cles that. Gall said, would have made it easier at times to "go somewhere else and get a Middlesboro and works at a bed and break-

Deadline for first do-not-call list is Sunday

2 human West Nile cases
found, another now discounted
Kentucky has had four human cases of West Nile
infection this year. A fifth case previously reported
from Grant County was dropped from Kentucky's case
count after followup testing was negative for West
Nile, the statement said.
It also said the virus has been found in a mosquito
pool in Fayette County.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two more Kentuckians
contracted West Nile encephalitis, the more serious
form of the mosquito-borne West Nile virus, state
health officials reported Wednesday.
The victims were from Barren and Hart counties.
Both are recovering at home, a Department for Public
Health statement said.

CDC: More than 1,400 people infected
ATLANTA (AP) — West Nile
virus activity has again doubled,
now affecting more than 1,400
people in the United States, federal officials said Wednesday.
Thirty-four states reported a
total of 1,442 cases and 21 deaths,
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention said. Last week,
the agency reported 715 cases and
14 deaths.
Colorado and the central United

States continue to be the hardest
hit. Colorado's 635 human cases
lead the country, followed by 204
cases in South Dakota, 190 in
Nebraska and 106 in Texas, the
CDC said.
Six of the country's deaths were
in Colorado, followed by four in
Nebraska.
The virus is spread to people or
animals by bites from mosquitoes
that have fed on infected birds. It

rarely kills, but about 1 in 150 people who get it will develop potentially deadly encephalitis or
meningitis.
Since the virus first entered the
country through New York in
1999, late August through
September has been its peak season. It infected 4,156 people and
killed 284 in 2002 — its largest
U.S. outbreak yet.

Keep Up-To-Dtae With Local Happenings
In Jo's Datebook Every Day In The Murray Ledger & Times!

(Al')
WASHINGTON
Consumers have until Sunday to add
their phone numbers to the 41.7 million already on a list to block telemarketing calls starting Oct. 1.
K. Dane Snowden, chief of the
Communications
Federal
Commission's consumer and government affairs bureau, said those
who sign up for the do-not-call list
after this weekend likely will have
to wait until early next year before
calls are blocked.
Telemarketers have asked the
federal courts to block the new
rules, saying they violate their free
speech rights. The case is pending.
The Federal Trade Commission
is administering the list, while both
the FCC and FTC are enforcing it.
The list has proven extremely popular with consumers, with officials
saying they expect it to contain up to
60 million phone numbers by the
end of the year.
"Individuals want to have some
control over the telephone calls
coming to their homes every single
day," Snowden said.
In addition, telemarketing calls
by Jan. 1 must carry a name and
phone number that will show up on
Caller ID, Snowden said. Such calls
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watv gA a ghist Jim JD tBaq a new ?tome
111111.111111111
Wonderful 3-4 BR home features new
maple kitchen cabinets and granite
countertops. 51 99,500. 1.41.5 :17046

' ts:

Spacious 4 BR home in Canterbury
Estates. Large rooms. Florida room.
sure to please. $158,900. MIS:17456

Ginger Pickens

Fabulous custom built home in Spring
Creek Oaks. Phone 753-1 222.
MIS $11023

I IAL

p, Rim U t'
Spectacular home on golf course with
4-5 BR and outstanding amenities.
$375,000 MIS #16200

Spectacular 5 bedroom home with
many wonderful amenities. Over 4.500
sq. ft. MIS #151 97

Lovely view of Kentucky Lake, brick
ranch located in Panorama Shores.
S185,000 MB.:161 46

Great Canterbury location for this 4
BR, 3 BA tri-level. Space galore for
$147500 MLS*1 5087

---

Spacious residence Just listed for
599.500. Presently bringing in rental
gross income of 51,500/mo.
MLS *1 71 50

711

Fresh on the market, 3 BR home plus 9
acres and outbuildings, Kirksey area.
184,900 MLS *1 71 73

Locatedjust outside of town,fresh on
the market, comfortable homespacious lot $57,000 MLS* 168-43

Neat house with nice yard & shade
trees. Bonus room is reached through
breezeway-could be used as 3rd BR
or teen room. $59,500. MIS #16635

" KOPPERUD REALTY

Murray

A combined worship service of Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church and Murray Family Church will be Sunday at 9 a.m. at Martin's
Chapel Church.
Bro. Butch Seargent of Murray Family Church and Bro. Michael Blake
of Martin's Chapel Church will each give a brief message.
This service is a celebration for Murray Family Church as it is moving
to its new location after a 10-year period of sharing the Martin's Chapel
building together.
Over this period of time, both churches worshiped at different times in
the same structure and it worked successfully.
Special music will be by Murray Family Church.
Adult Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.

Senior Adult Rally scheduled Sept. 26
The Senior Adult Rally of the Blood River Baptist Association will be
Friday, Sept. 26, at 4 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray. "Pastors'
Quartet" will present a concert.
The Rev. Harlan Williams, director of missions for the association, said
the event will include "great food and great fellowship." The cost will be $4
per person. Reservations should be made by Monday, Sept. 22, by calling
437-4203.

Campbellsville will host special conference

Let Kopperud Realty help you
find the home of your dreams!

Beautiful country home plus barn,
large shop building. log house, on 14
acres. M1.5:16873

Judy Madding as directors Youth
meetings are on Sunday and
Wednesday evenings with Tommy
and Angie Atkins as directors
Immanuel Lutheran: The Rev
Dr Chad Foster, pastor, will speak
about "Get Up and Eat" with scripture from / Kings 19'4-8 at the
10 30 a m Twelfth Sunday after
Pentecost worship service Holy
Communion will be celebrated
with George Fnebel as elder
Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class will be at 9 a m and social
hour at 9.45 a.m
United
Shepherd
Good
The Rev Michael
Methodist
Blake, pastor. will speak about
"The Oil of Gladness" with scrip-

ture from Psalm 45 1-2. 6-9 at the
11 a rn worship service Diana
Tatlock is choir director with
Jessica Su and Ginny Shropshire
as accompanists The new hymn
of the month will be "His Name is
Wonderful" Sunday School will
be at 10 a m
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr. Todd
Buck, pastor, will speak at the 10
a m and 6 p m worship services
Don Rowlett will lead the music
with Emma Dean Clayton and
Glenda Rowlett as accompanists
Special music at the morning hour
will be by Glen Clayton and at the
evening hour by Don and Glenda
Rowlett, Sunday School will be at
9 a.m. and Discipleship Training at
5 p.m.

Two churches plan worship
service at Martin's Chapel

Ronald B. Gorayeb
Hypnotherapist
"Over 500,000 people have attended our
hypnosis seminars. Designed to work for
you just as it has for all thesepeople":
Roy Stripling (Lufkin: TX)lost 99lbs in
8 months: Elaine Burrows (Liverpool. NY
lost 130 lbs in 13 months: Debbie Kersh
(Ft Worth, TX). lost 63 lbs. in 5 months:
JeffPacotti(Grand Junction. CO)lost
50 lbs: Donna Jackson ((entralia. WA)
lost 35 lbs in 2 1/2 months.'
Corporate on-site seminars & group
discounts are available: 1-800-786-7123

Watch Our Home Show On MES Channel 15 at 7 p.m. Nightly Through Sunday.

From Page 9

church office at 1-270-527-1856.

(Highway 641 North)
Register at door 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Cash, Check, Visa/MC, AmEx
www.trim123.com
"This is theeasiest thingI'veeverdone.In 2months.
1 lost3sizes and bv 5months4 1/2sizesfor a total
(4.63lbs. Thank _von." Debbie Kersh, Texas•
YOU HAVE OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE YOU
WILL LOSE WEIGHT: Lose all the weight you
want. If you ever want reinforcement, you may
attend any of our weight loss seminarsfree,or if you
are not fully satisfied with our program, you may
have a full refund up to 45 days of this
seminar. Join us, start losin weisht now!

MI Churches ..

From Page 9

ONLY
'4999
COMPIETE

7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Shoney's Inn
1503 North 12th Street

leased or rented from the firm in the
often now only say "out of area."
Consumers can register for the previous 18 months or has inquired
do-not-call list by calling 1-888- about or applied for something durvisiting ing the past three months.
Or
382-1222
Meanwhile, businesses and nonhop://www.donotcallgov.
The FTC has estimated that the profit groups continue to challenge
list will block about 80 percent of another FCC rule, which requires
telemarketing calls. Charities, poll- them to obtain written permission
sters and political campaigns are before sending unsolicited faxes.
exempt. In addition, a company may The FCC on Aug. 19 agreed to postcall a person if he or she has bought, pone the rule until Jan. I, 2005.

•St. Matthew ...

100% Written Guarantee

That's right. Regardless of your past expenence trying to lose weight. YOU HAVE OUR GUARANTEE
THAT YOU WILL LOSE WEIGHT without hunger.
without going on a diet or your money back.
Tonight you will experience two hypnotic
sessions designed to eliminate unwanted cravings,
reduce your consumption of sweets, and break the
impulsive/compulsive eating habit
With the Gorayeb Method of Clinical Hypnosis,
you enter a deep, relaxed state of hypnosis where
you are awake,aware and ALWAYS IN CONTROL.
You'll leave refreshed, feeling good.
But will it work for me - It doesn't matter how much
weight you have to lose or how long you've been
trying to lose it, this program is designed so you
START LOSING WEIGHT IMMEDIATELY
and gain control over your eating! It 's designed
so you can lose 30 lbs, 50 lbs even 120 lbs
quickly and safely. Over 500,000 people have
attended our Lose Weight With Hypnosis seminars.

fast, Gall dnves to Lend-A-Hand daily to
keep up the chores, bringing along her threelegged dog, Tuck.
Kemner, as well, has learned from her
own commitment to Lend-A-Hand. For one,
she said, "you can't change people unless
they want to be changed." Yet Kemner has
changed the lives around her. One area
woman, who returns to Lend-A-Hand as a
bible school volunteer, calls Kemner "the.
Mother Teresa of Stinking Creek."
Stinking Creek's "Mother Teresa," continues to direct much of the activity at LendA-Hand, still delivering babies and making
home health care visits. "I just take it a day
at a time," Kemner said. "I don't project or
think about things too much. I just do what
needs to be done."

753-1222

CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky. —Dr. Stuart Briscoe, minister-at-large and
senior pastor of Elmbrook Church in Brookfield, Wis., and head of Telling
the Truth Ministries, will discuss "The Gratitude Attitude and Other
Motivation Factors" at Campbellsville University's second annual Pastors
and Church Leaders Conference Sept. 25-26 on campus.
The conference will also feature guest participants, the Rev. Skip
Alexander, pastor of Campbellsville Baptist Church; Dr. Joseph Owens,
pastor of Shiloh Baptist Church, Lexington, who is also chair of the
Campbellsville University Church Relations Council and president of
Baptist Unified Christian Leadership Conference; and the Revs. David
Johnson and Tim Shockley, worship leaders. Dr. Bill Mackey, executive
director of the Kentucky Baptist Convention, is also an invited participant.
Workshops will be led by faculty members on "Living in the Kingdom
of God," "The Practice of Gratitude: The Eucharist and Christian Life,"
"Use of Biblical Narrative in Preaching," and "Post-Modern Youth
Ministry"
The conference begins Sept. 25 with registration at 2 p.m. with the first
general session at 3 p.m. Breakout sessions begin at 5 p.m. with the evening
meal at 6:30 p.m. The second general session is at 8 p.m. The schedule for
Sept. 26 includes breakfast at 7:30 p.m. with breakout sessions beginning at
8:30 a.m. The third general session will be at 10 a.m. with the conferences
concluding at noon.
Early-bird registration is $30 per person and $20 per spouse. This cost
includes two meals with the early registration deadline of Sept. I.
Registration after Sept. 1 is $35 per person and $25 per spouse. There are
no refunds after Sept. 10.
Registration and hotel arrangements may be made through the Office of
Church and External Relations at Campbellsville University by calling I 270-789-5520 or e-mail the Rev. John Chowning, vice president for church
and external relations and executive assistant to the president, at jechowning@campbellsville.edu.

MATURING?

7
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive
alternatives to other savings plans The initial
guaranteed rate c

3.25%

'This rate is guaranteed for the first month and theft can
vary monthly or can be locked r for one year
Guaranteed no lower than 3%

Haw ABOUT AN
ANNUITY?
Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

the Federal Fair
All real estate advertised herein IN Albjed
Housing Act which makes if illegal to advertise any preference, her
dation or discrimination based on race ,olor, rehgioo set. handicap
familial status or national origin. or intention to make any such preferences lunitatkins or disc rurunation
to

AChterilSOrt We requested to check the first
insertion ot their ads to any error Murray
Ledger 8 Times will be responsible tor oNy One
ncorrect nsertion My error should be reported
rnrnedately so corrections can be made

State laws forbid discnnunation in the sale rental or ails erbsing of
real estate based on factor; in addition to those proented under led -

ADJUSTMENTS
Fri. 11 ern.

Monday
Tuesday

Mon 11 a.m.

Wednesday

.Mon 5 p.m.
Wed 11 a.m
Wed. 5 p.m.

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Thur. 12 p.m.

ea! Lia

isiS knowingly accept ant adsetising tor real estate which is in
iolahon (ml the law All persons are here's informed that all
dwellings advertised are f%ailable un an equal opportunits basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements ontact \AA lounsel Rene P
17111i half DSC

160
NM& ••••••
••••• wiP ••

190 Farm Equipment

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic 8 Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
130 Appliance Parts
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances

195

Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots
Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300

360
370
380
390
410

Home Furnishings

165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden

425

490

Rem Estee
Latta Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes
Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars

495

Vans

430
435

Heavy Equipment

For

Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent Of Lease

440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
'All 3 Ads 3.1u.1 Run 1Ntihin

aPrru.l

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping (,uide)

Foe

PLACE YOUR LINE Al) AND II WILL &MAR(IN
111E WEBSITE AT NS)EXTRA CHARGE
I r'si I
N. I /I',
.00 First Say - 20 wo .s or ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $11 per word per day.
eCuidmi. $2. "ki extra • ,•
$2"..0 extra tor Shopper Mot
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 4 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
570 Tobacco 8 Supplies

500
510
520
530
560

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
•
060

060
Notice

Help Wanted

PRIVATE sale at lot 77
Riviera
Courts
Sept
3.2003 8 00am, of all
items on lot

HELP WANTED
Night Bartender & Cook
experience necessary
4 nights/week 6p m -la m
Apply in person between
10-6p m Mon. Tues & Fri
at
641 Club. Puryear
tenn

SANDRA Dee's Diner will
be closed for Lunch only
Starling August 26th- September 5th Will be open
dinner hours 5p m -8p.m
Sorry for the inconvie
nience 753-3663

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
050
Lost and Found
FOUND
Male
puppy
blonde, cocker spaniel
breed, area of Crossland &
Wiswell Rd 753-2793
LOST female, family pet
Australian Shepherd, 5
month old, black & white,
blue eyes. 767-0843
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

COMPANY needs person
with computer and mechanical experience to
maintain various types of
equipment must be people
friendly Send resume to
PO Box 938 Benton, KY
42025
COURIER/KENNEL help
for small Kennel cleaning
759-4556
FULL-TIME ready mix operator for local company.
Apply in person or call
(270) 753-3355 after noon
108 C C Lowry Drive
CDL Class B CDL required
HEATING
&
A.G.
installer/helper. Apprenticeship program. 1 yr experience required. Call
753-0300

MOLDING SUPERVISOR
Local industry has an immediate opening for a
molding supervisor Must
have strong people skills
with excellent communication skills. Candidate must
have at least 3 years experience in infection molding environment. Should
have good processing &
troubleshooting abilities
Must be willing to work
some overtime when necessary. Excellent salary
and benefits including
medical. dental. 401(k) retirement plan, paid vacation/holiday. etc. Interested
applicants please send resume to: Manar Inc-Henry
Division P0 Box 160
Henry, TN 38231 No
phone calls olease
MSU Positions Full-time
(benefits). Communications Operator (dispatching in Public Safety)$9.34/hour Administrative
Secretary 111-$8.66/hour,
Mail Clerk-$7.12/hour Additional information at.
www.murraystate.edu/indir/hr/jobrpthtm. Apply at.
Human Resources, Murray
State
University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray, Ky
42071-3312_ Woman/minorities encouraged to apply. EEO. M/F/D, AA employer.
NEED extra cash for the
holiday? Direct-sell Candle
Co. needs representatives
in this area No cash investment. Set your own
hours. Start earning right
away.(27Q) 759-8182
.NEED person who is mechanically inclined with
some sales ability, part
time.
•Need a person who is
multi-task oriented, office
work, some sales ability
and telemarketing. Schedule flexible.
Retirees Welcome. Call
Sept. 2, 2003 759-2147.
NEED someone to distribute flyers $500 hr 7612047

Program Coordinator, McNair Scholars
Program. Murray State University. The
McNair Scholars Program encourages undergraduates from disadvantaged families and
groups underrepresented in higher education to
pursue
doctoral
degrees.
Position
Qualifications: Masters degree required.
Ph.D./preferred. The Coordinator will work with
the McNair Director in developing and implementing all aspects of the program. Excellent
communication skills (written and oral) required.
Must have strong organization skills, the ability
to work independently, and be able to juggle
multiple priorities. Experience working with disadvantaged students, understanding of or
experience working with doctoral programs a
plus. Additional information and the application
procedures for this position may be obtained on
MSU's human resources web site at
http://www.murraystate.edu/indir/hr/jobrpt.htm

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time & Full-time
positions for Circulation
Department. Must be able to
work early hours.
Interested persons should apply at

L 060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

,c-CI'HE BULL PEN
Steaks atufSpirits
Est. 2W1

NOW HIRING
Hostesses, Servers and Bartenders.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
‘
L ls:Ionday thru Friday, 2-4 p.m

S

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days. nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
060

060
Help Wanted

POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare income tax returns
Seasonal employment No
experience necessary We
will train Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531.
PRACTICAL DENTAL
ASSISTING
We are now taking
applications for the class
which starts September
6th 2003 You will be
trained on Saturdays for
11 weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for a
new career Most Dental
Assistants have evenings,
weekends & holidays off
For information call
Dr Charles Bohle,
270-442-0256
Limited enrollment
call now.
PROCESS TECHNICIAN
Local industry has an immediate opening for a
process technician. Previous experience in injection
molding is a plus_ A strong
mechanical background
and work history is a must
Excellent salary and benefits including medical, dental, 401(k) retirement plan,
paid vacations/holidays,
etc Interested applicants
please send resume to
Manar Inc-Henry Division
PO Box 160 Henry, TN
38231 No phone calls
please
SALES rep needed local
area part-time or full-time,
experience preferred, excellent opportunity 270554-8743 Cliff @apex net

Looking For
A Career?
M&M Freesbey's
Atlac district is
looking for
alligators.
Informational
meeting will be
Aug. 29 at 9:00 a.rn
parcels in
Draffenville. Bring
resume (application ‘kill he available)
RSVP.
270-362-2705

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls

Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Help Wanted
SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR
RESORT, Hwy 68 at Jonathan Creek, needs housekeepers balance of season
with recall for 2004. Call
for appointment. Mon-Fri
only. to fill out application
and interview 270-3546568
090
Domestic & Childcare
Wil
EXPERIENCED
clean up after new con
struction, remodeling, be
fore and after renters
floors, windows etc
Valerie 436-5914
LOVING mother will provide excellent affordable
childcare in my home (approx 3 1/2 miles east of
Murray) Openings for 1st,
2nd, & 3rd shifts 753-8881
100
Business
Opportunity

150
Articles
For Sale
FREE HBO & CINEMAX
Dish Network 2 room satellite system free, installed
Free' 3 months of America's Top 100 channels
plus 13 channels of HBO
and Cinemax Fre& Also
available are local Paducah networks Call 7590901 or 877-726-4077 For
more information
Couch, washer
FREE
$75, dryer $50, dresser &
chest of drawers $10
each 489-2057
L.P. GAS REFILLS
New tanks & valves
in stock
B&B Broker's
L P GAS
701 South 12th St
753-4389
MOUNTAIN bike $75 00•
Teak Table with 6 chairs
$300. 2001 GE refrigerator
$365. Office chair. Ergonomic $100. Pinewood
desk $50. Lazy boy $150.
Spirit Treadmill $800. Exercise Bicycle $480• Nilcon SLR camera, 2 lens.
flash, $125. Craftsmen
Shp tiller, video camera
$50 270-559-2632
PADUCAH Locals Now
Available on Dish Network.
Two room satellites system free, installed free
America's Top 100 channels, 8 HBO & 5 Cinemax
free for 3 months. Call
759-0901 or 877-7264077. for all the details.
SOFA. refrigerator, kitchen
table & chair, large artists
easel 759-1484
STRAW for sale $2 a
bale 489-2436 if no answer leave message
155
Appliances
.CHEST style freezer $75
dishwasher
•Kenmore
$100 •Antique coke machine, fully functional 4896126
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

ANTIQUE Mall for sale lo
cated in Hazel Ky. Large
18,000 plus sq ft. w/side
lot. Priced to sale_ Call
731-642-7286

On the Square
753-1713

Home Furnishings

ATTENTION MSU STU
DENTS LIBRARY OF BASSET couch and ' e
BUSINESS. At your finger- seat with 1w'tips All from a CD-ROM. wing 17with
Reveals hundreds of the
rs $800 Call
latest tips, tricks and ideas
for starting your own busi- /J -1657
ness. Plus you have full COFFEE table oak, long
reprint rights-sell and rollers with glass cost
on $200 will sell for $75• End
PROFIT
Click
{www.750books com/wuo- table w/drawer good contila)
dition. mahogany $50 •
MOBILE home park for Jenny Lyn toy chest old
sale $45.000 Four homes $25 Call 759-0196 from
available to rent Jonathan 9 -7 m
COUCH & loveseat, beige.
Creek area. 354-9901
1 yr old. $350 270-705120
2iia
Computers
FURNITURE and mattress
sale, Carraway Furniture
MDM COMPUTERS
105 N 3rd 753-1502
A+ Certified Technician
LANE sectional sofa wit-lidOn site service
den, dual recliners sand759.3556
stone Just like new. Call
759-5576
Want to Buy
MULTI-COLOR
couch
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We w/pull out bed loveseat
buy 1 or all Call Larry at chair w/ottoman 5450 4362313 or 293-1505
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods
519 S 12th Murray
VIDEO games & systems
oldest to newest Also
want horse or box trailer
One needing repairs is ok
376-3178
150
Articles
For Sale
2 piece sectional maroon,
end reclineri $300 7611184

180
Lawn & Garden
61 inch Snapper mower
489-2989
190
Farm Equipment

3000 Ford Farm Tractor
with 5ft bush hog, 2 bottom plow & pick up disc
753-3313
220
Musical

CALLOWAY County Picto- PIANO tuning repair. moving and used piano's
rial History Great Idea for
(270)415-0374
Reunions Call 753-7870

260
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
1980 Holley Park, 14x70
489-2989
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

_)

VISA

Labor Day Deadline

Tues., Sept. 2nd, Deadline will be Fri., Aug. 29th, at 3:00 pm
Wed., Sept. 3rd, Deadline will be Fri., Aug. 29th, at 5:00 pm _
For more information call 270-753-1916

NATIONAL

12X60 pullout W/D on
4
re2n16
ed lot $44,200 7594236
16X60 1994 Clayton 2BR.
2 bath, C/H/A, good condition. Set-up in Couch Estates Call 753-3855
1978 12X70 3 BR 1 1/2
bath extended living room
$3500 OBQ 270-415-4662
1980 12X60 one bedroom
Refrigerator, range. dishwasher, WID. CM. window
AC 57000. 753-4807
2000 Clayton 16x80 3BR 2
bath, all electric w/appliances,
extremely
nice
$17,900 Includes moving.
489-2525
2002 16X72 2br, 2 bath,
stove, refrigerator. W/D.
270-642-2374
28FT house trailer for sale.
Need some repairs 1-270527-3664
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
bath. Must be moved.
Take over payments 7592316
FLEETWOOD doublewide
01' 24X56, 3 BR, 2 bath,
w/skirting & deck, C/H/A
Reduced to $16.900. 3549901

Tell your grandparents, and the world, how great you think they are,
by publishing your greeting in our special "Grandparents Day
Greetings" section on

Saturday September 6, 2003.

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES
Double Wides &
Single Wides

Christopher B. Holt
Grandparents
Ray & Nellie Holt
Gene & Lou Lamb
Simmons Motel! Bray

270-437-4608
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 bedroom 1 bath Freshly
painted
new
carpet,
porches Yard mowing included No inside pets
$275 a month plus deposit Call (270) 623-6314
3 bedroom 2 bath, 2 car
garage C/H/A. about 5 min
North of town Call 7533167 after 5-00om
MOBILE homes for rent
$275/rent
$250/deposit
354-9901
NICE 2 BR Mobile home
for rent or sale, no pets.
753-9866
300
BUSIness Rentals

Single Space - $10.00 tno_ more than two children per picture)
Double Space - $18.00
(MAXIMUM OF 5 LINES)
L,end payment, photo, names ot grandparents, name of child,
and self-addressed stamped envelope for return of photo to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
BRING IN BY

•2 BR Townhouse apt
range refrigerator, d/w,
OFFICE
or
Business
garbage disposal C/H/A,
Space at 300 N 5th Street
w/d S410/mo/deposit or
$225 4, month, PH: Olive
without wird $385/mo/deBranch Realty 293-3232
posit Stadium View Dr
or 7 3-4268
753-7559 or 226-9045

1 Bedroom apartments, al
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments Coleman RE
759-4118
1 Bedroom, recently remodeled. some utilities pd
No pets, appliances furnished $230 per month
767-9037
1 BR with garage. wooded
lot nice place 293-8462
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
5,900/ma 753-4109
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts furnished.
near MSU House 3 & 4
753-1252 or
bedroom
753-0606
1BR apt available all appliances furnished Murri Realty 753-4444
2 BR 2 bath in Cambridge
11 all appliances $475 + deposit 762-0040 or 8411599
2 br Apt 908 Hillwood
Drive $350 month
759-4406
VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage appliances
furnished, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit no pets
Call 753-2905

2 BR upstairs $295
3 BR downstairs $400
489-2296
2. 2 BR apartments. W/D
Cambridge
furnished,
area. One 2 BR, W/D furnished, Northwood area.
$460/mo/deposit. 270-5190599
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $345/ month Call
753-1970 Leave Message Equal Housing Opportunity
LARGE 2 bedroom duplex
All appliances including
washer & dryer Very convenient location 759-5885
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
38R $425 00
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants
753-8221
NEAR University, 2 room
furnished efficiency $210
month/S100 deposit 7534560 9am-5pm M-Fn
NEWLY remodeled 1 BR
apt Appliances furnished
S260/mo/deposrt Call 7537953

1

SEPT. 2(5 P.M.)

320
Apartments For Rent

ONE bedroom apartments
water furnished close to
campus No pets Call
753-5980
RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
WALK to MSU 1 BR apt
No pets $300 deposiLper
month 994-1959
Houses For Rent
2 bedroom, 1 bath, large
kitchen, living room, utility.
washer, dryer, appliances.
AC, gas heat, storage
shed. carport. semi-furnished $425/mo/deposit
No pets 753-7920

340
Houses For Rent
NEWER 3 BR 9
bedroom
in der

1111

ral
m 2 car
neighborvailable 9/01/03
J-4044

QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632
Storer Rentals
CREEKV1EW STORAGE$20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Gnlle
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2 BR 1 bath garage applifurnished
ances
$450/mo/dep No inside
pets 753-4663 10-5pm
2BR. 1 bath with large bonus room, C/H/A. W D
hook-up 110 N 9th St 1
G&C
yr
deposit
STORAGE an
lease
«
PROPANE
s550(Lmn (Call 7s:1-1930
- - - 119 E tvtair
3 BR 1 bath NO pets, 306
(270)753-62(56
S 15th St $450 month
Ceti: (270)293-4183
Call 759-4826
9 a.m.-4 p.m NA -P
.4 Bedroom 1 12 Bath.
Brick. CM/A, near university $625 00 month
commerical prop. for rent
.3 Bedroom, 1 Bath CM,
near university. $400 00
RETAIL
SPACE
FOR
month
LEASE Pnme 12th St. lo759-1070
cation in Shoppes of MurGREAT Panorama Shores
ray Center Great highway
location 2BR 1 bath
visibility Only 2 adjoining
Semi-furnished
C/H/A
spaces left-2500 sq ft
with washer & dryer Lake
each Will lease separately
access in spring & sumor together Call Kopperud
mer
$400/mo/deposit
Realty. 753-1222
270-436-2136 Available
Sept 10

[In
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375
commerical prop tor rent

FOR RENT
building

size: 40
ft. x 60 ft. 2 offices &
overhead door. 20 ft.
ceilings, loi size 100
It. x 2(X) It. with 8 ft.
cyclone fence. 203
tio. 6th St.
Phone 753-2723
or 293-4531

& lot. Bldg.

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
FOR RENT
5.000 Sq It. with 3
offices. 2 bathrooms
located at
90 Spruce Street
(off Industrial Rd.)
Call 753-5976 or
436-5862
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC lab pups all white MR
& AFC $250 00 (270)5541339

4 0

.2001 Toyota Corolla only
80XX mi, excellent coedi
bon $9,550
•1985 Jeep Wagoner
plush interior trailer hitch
$1,850 -759-1344
sOSJ
used Trucks
1978 Chevy 350 Runs
drives Some new parts
$700 OBO RC cars &
parts $100 762-0477
1995 14 ton. Chevrolet. 4
WD.$7500 753-4276
1995 Chevy Silverado 2
wheel drive 1500 ext cab
136K nu $7200 759-8398
Or 293-4463
1995 GMC sonoma, ext
cab, excellent condition.
Call 759-1569_after Sprn_
2000
Wrangler
Jeep
15,000 miles loaded 7536605
97' CHEVY 1/2 TON
55.500(731)641-0591
99' Z71 Silverado w/camper, ext cab, long bed,
31,000 miles Will separate the cab $20,000 75385R2
FOR Sale 1991 GMC Sonoma V-6 164,000 miles
$1500 080 759-0874 or
293-3507 after 6 00um
SHARP 1990 GMC 'stepside needs minor motor repair 1800 firm 759-8099

AKC Pembroke Welch 17FT sleeps 4-6 equipped
Corgi(s) 753-1082 New $1200 759-2407
pictures
FOR sale or trade 1975
www hodgetax com
Dodge motor home 70.500
390
mi 318 auto, dual air &
Livestock & Supplies
heat $1750 OBO Consider trade for camper 759BERMUDA Fesque Clover 5426
520
mix round ball hay 436Boats & Motors
2810
430
ASTROGLASS, 17f1 bass
Real Estate
boat with 115 Mercury moINVESTMENT Property. tor & trailer 753-3313
Houses and Apartments
Services Offered
753-4109
LARGE Corner Lot with
block building for sale
Busy location on 4th near
Judicial Center $125,000
Contact Olive Branch Realty 270-293-3232 or 270753-4268
Homes For Sale
3 Bedroom. 2 bath. large
L R. & Den. Lot 126'X243
Storage bldg Completely
redecorated, new carpet &
vinyl $86.500 519 S 11th
St. Call 759-1987 (cell)
293-7710.
3 BR w:office All appliances stay. tile floors 8.1
acres with pond, small
barn. 2 car garage North
of town Please Call 7534094 after Calpm
CABIN near lake. 10 min
y_valk 519.990 753-5731
FOR sale 3 bedroom
house on large lot, quiet
street in Hazel New vinyl
siding and roof. new thermal pane tilt out windows
and garage door 1 bath
on city water and sewer
Call 751-8679 or 492-A149
GREAT Family home. 4
bedroom 2 12 bath, LR,
DR. large kitchen, den.
large fenced corner, lot, in
ground pool 34X20 1519
Beckett Dr Canterbury location Call 293-0679 or
753-4190 OR 561-7429356
HOME for sale. 2 bedroom
house located at 1409
Vine St. near Murray State

University 270-492-8861
LAKE AREA charming
park-like setting home in
Cederfing Hills subdivision
Three bedroom, two full
bath Lush green gardens
totally fenced in two car
detached garage Call Lon
at Century 21 753-1492 or
767-0947
SPACIOUS home at 808
N 20th for only $132.900.
Five
bedrooms, three
baths, lots more Contact
Olive Branch Realty 270293-3232 or 270-753-4268
470
Motorcycles & ATVs
2000 Suzuki SV
S3500 759-1629

650

2001 Custom Harley Fat
boy, immaculate
2931520 (day) or 753-0066
(n; ht
Sport Utility Vehicles
98 Tahoe white very nice
Call after 5 00pm 4892963
Used Cars
1988 Chrysler New Y)rke
very good condition 7592402
1988 Pontiac Fi rebird
$1.500 489-2774
2000 Grand Prix. GT V-6
Turbo 56,000 miles. 4
door, Red
Call after
7 00pm 753-0353 or 7539372

DEPENDABLE Lawn
Care Service
kawn Establishment
•Tractor Tilling
•Fertilizing *Mowing
*Aerating •Mulching
•Bushhogging
•Grader Blade Work
Free estimates
Bob Wallace
753-6491
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs you
don t have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
NEW NUMBER

Asphalt SealcoatIng
TRAVIS ASPHALT
*Commercial
*Residential
*Industrial
Hot-melt crackfilling
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Pole Barns. Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE
Mower repair.
Pickupidelivery
Work guaranteed. Joe
ALL around garbage pickWO 436-2867
Carpentry New
ALL
Homes, add on's, garages.
pole baros. home & mobile
home repair, water & termite damage. screened
porches, sun rooms Licened-insured Larry Nimmo
753-9372 or 753-0353
ASPHALT Paving
Seal Coating
striping & hauling
Mitchell Bro's Paving_
759-0501
753-1537
435-4628
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2111
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
•Bush Hogging•Tilling
(270)416-5277
CALL me to fix your leaky
faucets other minor plumbing and carpentry plus
Reasonable
painting
rates, references given
P13011e..Aa5ACTla2---CARPORTS Starling at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
CONCRETE
Finishing Driveways.
Sidewalks. Patios
Free Estimate
(270)415-4619
CUSTOM built furniture
30 years exp. Quality
Call
work, guaranteed
Don (270) 753-8154
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159 or
293-0163

Ledger g Times
270-753-1916

830
Services Offered

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

Worm's Turf & Trees
Al u rray, Kentucky

Sod Installation • Pickup • Delivery

Aater Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Via & Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
.Bnck 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
1)avid Borders
Phone (270)767-0313
(270) 527-7176

Office (270) 435-4090
Toll Free (800) 910-0070

r4F4
Aroth,
e

293-5438

David's Home
Improvement

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP .
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503

-ELECTRtC
r

e

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
SERVICE WORK

Prompt tiers ice • Customer Satisfaction • Quality Work

aseco
ons
tio nc.

ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal, rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086
YARD-TECH
LAWN
CARE We have fall overseeding specials, spraying
available 437-4407
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Slump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.

Jerry's Glass

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Rooting. Vinw
Siding, Addition, and Re
modeling. Quality Work
Over 30 Years Expen
ence. Gerald Walters_ 7532592

Asphalt
sphalt Doctor
1'iTAL.ASP1.1.0\11MAIN I t •.ANCE

Cash Visa. Mastercard, also 12-23-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Call Ronnie Geurin at 270-759-1953
Yes We Do Make House Calls!

RESOLVE
FOcifilifigtrOORS111
ict staited with the
Employment section of
the Classifieds.
Don't spend another year
ith a job that doesn't
make y MI happy.

The Murray Ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS
Call 753-1916 tor more into/nhiii,,n
Lro

www.apluscleaning.info

270-767-0052
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD •CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

WE DO!Over 374a7E7p.2,!„e,
Visit Our Showroom Today
i••
Twoo, I

_J
›-

CARPET & Fl

Auto

R COVERING

•
X•cinr's
Rived ••

759-0203

YARD SALE

270-753-1916

CANCEL IF RAIN

1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

Yard
Sale

YARD SALE
Saturday, August 30th
7:30 a.m. - Noon
1501 Henry Street
Take a left off of South 16th St.
Clothes for boy's, men, women, books,
toys, movies, appliances, furniture.
pictures, computer items, & new
health/beauty items, Christmas decor
& more!

YARD SALE

4 FAMILY YARD SALE

Sat.. Aug. 30
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Old City Park
Cancelled if rain
Household items,
westerns. romance.
2 Powerwheets.
Disney & F P. play
pens. EP. high chair,
toys. women's M-XL,
boy's infant to 5/6
& maternity.

Rain or Shine
94 East to 629 Irvin Cobb Rd.
Fri. & Sat. Aug. 29 & 30 and
Mon., Sept. 1 • 7 a.m. to?
Children's, women's, men's & Plus
size women's clothes, shoes, knick
knacks, toys, comforters, sheets.
Items too numerous to mention.

YARD SALE
Duiguid Drive
Past Shoney's Inn
Saturday

HUGE 2-FAMILY
MOVING SALE

7:30 a.m.
Microwave.
housewares.
oiumbing supplies,
toys. Nascar, car
bed, old coins.
collectibles. Civil
War. antiques.
typewriters.
much morel

Friday & Saturday, Aug. 27th & 28th
7:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. Both Days
Rain or Shine
1606 Tabard Drive
Sofas, recliners, washer and dryer, refrigerator, gas grills, patio furniture. Barbie
vans, Cabbage Patch kids, hundreds of
household items, toys, games, speakers,
clothing of all sizes, etc.

YARD
SALE
406 South

MULTI-YARD
SALE
2036 St. At.
121 N.

4th

Street
Sat., Aug. 30
7 a.m. till ?
Antiques and
many household
items.

(Murray Masonic
Temple)

Sat., Sept. 6
7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Too much to list!

Hirr 64I 1 1'2 Wei South ot Murray to Torn Trylor Flom Rot .500 omit
5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD • CARPET

D.G.
Landscaping & Nursery LLC
'Parking Lot Sweeping
•2003 Tymco Airsweeper
'Quality Workmanship Guaranteed
•References Available

Free Estimates 753-2210

11

Classified
Advertising

Murray
Ledger f? Times

GARAGE SALE
96 Jobe Ln.
5 miles S. on 641,
1st house on Jobe
Ln. off 641
Aug. 30
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Household items,
printer for computer
clothes, boy, girl's &
women's, lots of
items.

MOVING
SALE
801 Meadow Lane
Tuesday thru
Saturday
8 a.m. till ?
New items daily.
•

994-0388

Insured - Quality References Available

WINO

7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

4 n

• Additions • New Homes • Remodeling
• Custom Bath and Kitchens • Ceramic Tile
• fences • Deck & Sunrooms
• All Types of Roofing

'
411111
/
4
„

GARAGE

Fax: 270-753-1927
e mail irlt@murraytedger.com

767-9036
4

YOUR PLACE OR MINE

Over 25 Years Service in Mayfield

t

Tan IiiiANCE
MEMO CONTRACTING

-Commercial - Residential
Sales & Service

Sewing machine, furniture, lamps,
tiler, pictures, adult clothes,
children's clothes, antique adding
machine and lots of odds & ends.

Wed love to hear from you

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

MAI

607 Meadow Lane
Sat., Aug. 30 • 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Commercial — Residential — Industrial
• ASPHALT SEALCOATING •
• 'lc n is premium «immertial SC31Cr mitlacti rig all the r,,s!
• PARKING LOT SWEEPING •
Vac uurn 'fru( k & Power Br( or Kr!
• STRIPING •
Compare Workmanship, Prices A
heck References
Fulls Insured — free Estimate, -lea., t ypc•r,,,1„

I

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
•Carpets •Furniture
•Emergency water removal
'Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
753-5827
4 cute tithe kittens 6 wks
old, free to good home.
Call 270-435-4305

ontact
us at the
panel:

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

•

Modeling
ofing

67-0035

Call Metal Mall

1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

- lull Line of Equipment Licensed & Insured
j.

John W Hudson (270) 753-9562

Family's Neeilsc'

#1 & #2 available in most colors

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon,-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

436-5744

• Parking Lot Lighting • Outdoor Signs
• Restaurant Equipment Maintenance

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Wiggins Furniture

ree Service

Electrical Contra, tor%

810 Sycamore • Murray
ENGER Carpet Binding
Since 1991
436-2347
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HANDYMAN Carpenter
All types_
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848
Donald Simmons
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HOUSE & ROOF
WASHING
Experience and
Professional Equipment
Quality work at
a reasonable price.
Insured.
527-5974

853-1172 THERAPEUTIC
Murray
MASSAGE
JA&K LAWNCARE For all
www thegoldentouch us
A AFFORDABLE HAUL- your lawncare needs. Call
ING, cleaning out garages, 753-8082
JUNK/ RUBBISH
gutters. Junk, tree work
Removal, we'll haul away
436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- anything.Clean outs,
ING cleaning out garage. odd jobs Interior Painting
Senior
Discounts
gutters. junk & tree work
(270)489-2583
436-2867
LAWNS mowed
A-1 Tree Service
Call 489-29891
Stump Removal
492-8737.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
753-3594
Pick Up & Deliver
Free Estimates
753-5668

Classifieds

•

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

Used Cars

SALE

GARAGE SALE
Aug. 29
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Aug. 30
7 a.m. - Noon
1452 Airport Rd.
Rain or Shine
Coke machine, lots
of household items
women's clothes
size 1-14,
men's S-XL

MOVING
SALE
Wells Blvd.
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 29 & 30
8:00 a.m. -?
Lots of household
items & clothing
1318

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
94E 10 miles
Name brand
clothing, household
items, trinkets, brass
dressing table &
mirror, roll carpet
pad. Too much to
mentionl
YARD SALE
Duiguid Drive
Past Shoney's Inn
Saturday
7:30 a.m.
Microwave,
housewares,
plumbing supplies.
toys, Nascar, car
bed. old coins,
collectibles, Civil
War, antiques,
typewriters,
much more!

Moving Sale
94E 6 miles out left on Purdom Rd.
1/2 mile on left.
Sat., Aug. 30 • 7 a.m. to Noon
Couch, loveseat, microwave & stand,
kid's & adult clothes, high chair,
antiques, fishing equipment and
household furniture, etc.
GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE

77 Squire Miller
Rd. - 94 west lust past
caution Its. 1st rd. on rt
look for signs
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

Sat., Aug. 30
7 a.m. - ?
1313A Roberson St.
Children's &
women's clothes,
baby stroller, ball
pit, tools, Home
Interior, shoes.
toys, decorative
items & lots more.

6 a.m.-?
Alult & kids clothes.
toys, tools, bunk

beds, ele. cook
& tires
& misc. items.

.love, wheels

ti

MOV NG
SALE

1507 Chaucer
Canterbury
Fri. & Sat.
6:30 a.m.-Noon
Bow & arrow,
pictures & frames
Tupperware,
glassware, some
antiques, misc.

YARD SALE
8 mi. on 94 East
Fri. & Sat.
Lots of girl's clothes,
men's & girl's
bicycle, computer &
accessories, books.
dishes, green
leather recliner, lots
of misc.

GARAGE
SALE
Rain or Shine
1965 Radio Road
Almo
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. - ?
Men's, women's &
children's clothes
bicycle, books &
baby items

YARD SALE
455 Wells Purdom

Dr. - Almo
Sat., Aug. 30th
7 a.m. - ?
'94 Nissan Maxima
$4,500,'92 Kawasaki
Nima Motorcycle
52.000, Yamaha
electronic drumset
$900, furniture, books
decorative & holiday
items, clothes women's 4-10,
men's XL.

YARD SALE
1406 N. 12th
St. (next to
Cain's Chrysler)

Fri.
7:30 am-3 pm
Sat. 7 am-1 pm
Lots of girls & boys
clothes, toys.
household items

YARD SALE
1006 Sharpe Street
Sat., Aug. 30th
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Big men's clothes professional and
casual (48-50),
computer and
monitor, toys, video
cabinet, much more.

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I'm a grandmother, age 70, in excellent health My only
medications are Synthroid for an
underactive thyroid gland and
Fosamax for osteoporosis.
As a young girl, I often noticed tiny
red spots that appeared on my arms.
Today, I have literally thousands of
these painless spots. A nurse friend
told me they look like petechiae. My
doctor has never done a blood test to
determine the cause. What are
petechiae?
DEAR READER: When a person
has a clotting deficiency, tiny capillary
blood vessels in the skin may burst,
each leaking a pinpoint of blood that
appears as a red spot. In a group,
these spots are called petechiae.
Although, from your description. I
don't have enough information to
diagnose your problem. I believe that
your physician should consider ordering a blood count and a coagulation
profile. These tests will show if something is wrong, such as a chronic deficiency of platelets (the tiny blood cells
that form the basis of a clot) or an
inherited deficiency in one of the
many proteins necessary for clotting.
Of course, the tests may be perfectly normal, in which case your doctor
should — in my opinion — refer you to
a dermatologist for a definitive diagnosis, such as inherited angiomas, a
harmless skin condition.
Ask the doctor for the tests — just
to be on the safe side.
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a 6-foot, 185pound male, I felt foolish passing out
after donating a pint of blood last
year. Subsequently, my sister-in-law,
a Red Cross employee, suggested that
I drink a quart of Gatorade or other
sport beverage before donating. This
has made all the difference in the
world. I've subsequently donated on

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

two occasions and have not felt faint I
hope this solution might help some of
your readers who are apprehensive
about blood donation.
DEAR READER: Most cases of
fainting during blood drawing (for
testing or donation) are caused by a
profound anxiety reaction that lowers
the blood pressure and/or the pulse
rate too far. Ordinarily this reaction
can be prevented by lying down during the procedure.
Some people experience faintness
in this situation after blood is
removed rapidly; such patients
appear to have a hypersensitivity to
loss of blood volume Therefore, your
sister-in-law's remedy makes perfect
sense. The sport drink provides additional fluid volume to "fill the void"
during blood donation She is to be
congratulated.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Blood — Donations and
Disorders."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had a stroke
eight years ago. I can't use my right
arm. My face and head hurt constantly. Is there a specialist that can alleviate my pain?
DEAR READER: Strokes often
cause permanent injury and, sometimes, pain. You should be under the
care of a neurologist, who can, if necessary, refer you for physical therapy
or to a pain-management clinic in a
teaching hospital.
Cortratht 2003. Newspaper Enterprtse Assn

DEAR ABBY I am so confused I
can't decide with whom I should
spend the rest of my life My ex
fiance, "Ramon," is in jail Ramon
was a drug addict and is responsible
for my bankruptcy lie swears he
will be a changed man when he is
released. There's also my ex-husband, "Fred." We were married for
10 years. He's the father of my two
daughters. Fred swears on a stack
of Bibles that he, too, has changed
Both of them want me back
Ramon is still very demanding,
jealous and accuses me of cheating.
Believe me, I've had plenty of opportunities, but I haven't acted on any
of them.
Fred has remarried, but says he
will dump his wife to marry me. Fred
hit me a couple of times while we
were together — but truth be told, he
is more of a mouse than a man.
What should I do? I can't go to
my family. They hate Ramon and
Fred, but I love them both.
WILLING TO TRUST AGAIN
IN TULSA
DEAR WILLING: You have
batted zero in the ballgame of
love — because you've been
playing in the minor leagues.
Ramon and Fred are your exes
for good reasons. If I were you,
I'd explore a third option. However, before doing so, I'd take a
break from men for a while.
*5*

Tell him you would like to share
some interesting gossip you
heard from Kate. Then tell him
what she said. Because she said
it, doesn't make it true. His
reaction will tell you what you
need to know.
P.S. If it is true, James is still
the same wonderful friend
you've always had. Remember
that.
*5*

DEAR ABBY: I have an old
acquaintance, "Ralph," whom I
hadn't seen for some time. He
recently dropped by my home, and
told me with great pride about his
new business Web site. He said I
should look it over. After he left, I
did. Abby, it is awful! It is filled
with misspelled words, boring
graphics and redundant text. It's
impossible to know exactly what
his business is or what services he
has to offer.
Ralph has not expressly asked
for my opinion If he does, should I
be honest?
A FRIEND WITH A FRIEND
IN NEED
DEAR FRIEND: If he asks
you, begin by pointing out the
spelling errors. If he's open to
that constructive criticism, and
you have the time, point out
that the graphics and text could
use a little "tweaking" — and
give specific examples. If the situation were reversed, wouldn't
you want to know?

DEAR ABBY: For the past 15
years I have been best friends with
a man I'll call James. We're both in
*5*
our mid-20s. I always thought
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
James and I told each other everyVan Buren, also known as Jeanne
thing. Over the years we've shared
and was founded by her mother,
some good and not-so-good times. Phillips,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
He's been like a brother to me.
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Boa 69440,
Recently, a mutual friend,"Kate,' lAsis Angeles. CA 90069
told me that James is gay. I am
struggling with this news, because if
it's true, I never had a clue. To complicate matters, for the past year I've
been falling in love with him.
I need to confront James about
his sexual orientation, and I also
feel an urgency to tell him how I
You are South, both sides vulnerfeel about him. But I don't know
The bidding has been:
able.
session."
"truth
how to begin this
East
West
North
South
Please help me,Abby.
1•
Pass
1•
NEEDS TO KNOW 1•
IN KNOXVILLE
What would you bid now. with
DEAR NEEDS TO KNOW: each of the following four hands?
1.•4•K53•AKJ52•QJ43
Stay calm. Invite James over for
2.•— Q964•AKJ97 s*AKJ2
coffee and a chat. There is no
reason to beat around the bush.
3. 46 5•KJ•AKJ85•KQJ96
4. +9 IP K876•AQJ742•AQ

10 years ago
Murray State University Board
of Regents voted 7 to 3 not to renew
its contract with Dr. Ronald J.
Kurth as president of MSU. His
contract will expire in July 1994.
A special dedication service for
the newly renovated South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
building was held this morning.
Aug. 29.
Wayne Ezell. son of Mrs. Novis
Ezell and the late Mr. Ezell of Murray, and wife of the former Pattie
Loafman, daughter of Mrs. Garnett
Loafman and the late Mr. Loafman
of Murray, has been named principal of Reidland High School.
20 years ago
Published are a story and pictures about Savage Cave in Logan
County and owned by Murray State
University. The story and pictures
were by Staff Writer and Photographer Charles Honey.
Dr. Greg Earwood assumed the
pastorate of First Baptist Church,
Murray. on Aug. 21.
Shawn Parker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buddy Parker, teamed with
Tom Cyron of Louisville to win the
state championship in the 16-yearold doubles competition in the Kentucky Junior Closed Tennis Tournament in Lexington.
Jennie Orten and Mike Coursey
were married Aug. 13.
30 years ago
Members of Calloway County
High School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America won honors at
the Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.
They were Steve McCuiston, first in
junior dairy showmanship: Larry
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By The Associated Press
Today -is Friday, August 29th,
the 241st day of 2003. There are
124 days left in the year
For practical purposes, all you
Today's Highlight in History:
need for a slam are five hearts to the
On August 29, 1944, 15,000
K-.1 and a minor-suit queen. For a
American
troops marched down the
grand slam, you need little more than
Champs Elysees in Paris as the
five hearts headed by the A-K. Even
French capital continued to celeif partner attempts to sign off after
consider
brate its liberation from the Nazis.
should
you
cuebid,
the
going as high as five hearts in an
On this date:
effort to reach a slam.
In 1533, the last Incan King of
3. Three clubs. It would be danPeru, Atahualpa, was murdered on
gerous to bid only two clubs, which
orders from Spanish conqueror
*5*
would not be forcing, so you jumpFrancisco Pizarro.
shift to make sure partner bids again.
In 1877, the second president of
1. Two hearts. There is no perfect Game in hearts, diamonds or clubs is
Mormon Church, Brigham
the
highly likely, and you should let partbid here; the best you can do is to
died in Salt Lake City,
Young.
ner know, or you might find yourself
raise partner and hope he has five
Utah.
hearts and the values to bid again. left at the post.
In 1957, South Carolina Sen.
True, partner might have a proper
You are a trump short for the heart
Thurmond, then a Democrat.
Strom
valthe
yet
lack
and
heart response
raise, but you have 14 high-card
ues necessary for a game. However, ended a filibuster against a civil
points and a singleton to compensate
rights bill after talking for more
it would be poor policy to allow such
for the heart deficiency and so should
a pessimistic view to color your
than 24 hours.
prefer the bid that is most apt to
judgment. The odds favor a game or
encourage partner to act again.
In 1966. the Beatles concluded
a slam, and it would be unwise to
Alternative bids are two clubs and
their fourth American tour with
conceal this from partner.
two diamonds, but neither would
their last public concert, at Candle4. Four hearts. Before you act,
reveal the heart support.
stick Park in San Francisco.
you should ask yourself how you
2. Two spades. You should welIn 1981, broadcaster and world
would feel if you bid three hearts —
come the opposing spade overcall
Lowell Thomas died in
traveler
which is not forcing — and partner
and take advantage of it by cuebidat age 89.
N.Y.,
Pawling,
passed. You would surely expect to
ding the suit. This tells partner that
Negotiations conago:
years
Ten
bid
therefore
make four, and should
game is certain and that slam is a
tinued between Israel and the Palesit to make sure of getting to game.
strong possibility.
tine Liberation Organization, with
Tomorrow: Bridge is an easy game.
Israel reported on the verge of recognizing the PLO.
One year ago: A judge in Norwalk. Conn., sentenced Michael
40 Eagle claw
Skakel to 20 years to life in prison
ACROSS
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for bludgeoning his teenage neighAnswer to Previous Puzzle
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bor with a golf club in 1975 after
name
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Tucker. first in senior dairy show
manship, and Bill Ed Murdock.
champion tobacco grower.
Airman First Class Billy J.
Steele, son of Mr. and Mrs. John M
Steele of Murray, is assigned as a
personnel specialist at Clark Air
Base. Philippines.
40 years ago
Murray City School System has
registered 1.502 students for the
1963-64 school year. according to
Supt. Fred Schultz. They are 216 at
A.B. Austin, 286 at Carter, 225 at
Robertson, 85 at Douglass and 690
at Murray High.
Serving as officers of Woman's
Missionary Society of First Baptist
Church are Mrs. Jack Kennedy.
Miss Ruth Houston. Mrs. Graves
Hendon, Mrs. 0.C. Wells, Mrs.
R.W. Churchill, Mrs. Hillard
Rogers and Mrs. H.C. Chiles.
50 years ago
Pvt. Philip Howard Murdock is
now taking his basic training for the
U.S. Army at Fort Lewis, Wash. He
is married to the former Jeannette
Walston and is the son of Philip
Murdock and the late Mrs. Murdock
of Lynn Grove.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Freeland, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Rogers, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. R.H. Outland, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn O'Bryan, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Lyons, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Z.C. Humid, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Burkeen, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thweatt and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. I.. Russell
Parker.

TODAY IN HISTORY
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Awards take back seat to MTV antics Horoscopes
By NEKESA MUMBI MOODY
AP Music Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Just like
her first time, Madonna made jaws
drop and cheeks blush at the 20th
annual MTV Video Music Awards
— only she had help Thursday night
from the latest generation of video
divas, Britney Spears and Christina
Aguilera.
Proving they've come a long way
from their Mouseketeer days, the
young pop tarts' gave a gyrating,
writhing tribute to Madonna to open
the show. Dressed in the same kind
of white bustler wedding dress
Madonna wore while performing
"Like a Virgin" during MTV's inaugural awards broadcast in 1984,
Spears and Aguilera sang a cover of
the not-so-innocent tune.
Then, while Madonna sang her
new "Hollywood" in a masculine
all-black outfit, she shared an openmouthed kiss with both Aguilera and
Spears.
It was all in a night's work for
MTV's annual extravaganza, where
mere music takes a back seat to
wacky antics, barely there outfits
and eye-popping performances.
There were no big winners —
Missy Elliott's "Work It" won two
awards, including video of the year,
while Justin Timberlake, Coldplay
and Beyonce all had three apiece.
The 71-year-old Johnny Cash, nominated seven times for "Hurt," won
once.
As usual, the most memorable
moments had nothing to do with the
moonmen trophies.
Besides Madonna: Spears' and
Aguilera's bump-and-grind number,
there was 50 Cent's pimp-a-licous
performance of "P.I.M.P.." during
which he was joined onstage Snoop
Dogg, the ubiquitous former pimp
Bishop Don Magic Juan, members
of his G-Unit posse — and a bevy of
half-naked women.
"Today is the anniversary of
Martin Luther King's "I Have a
Dream' speech — isn't it nice to see
that his dream has finally come
true?" cracked host Chris Rock after
50 and company left the stage.
Eminem,.who won one moonman for best video from a film for
"Lose Yourself," poked fun at himself and his verbal tussle with a
smart-mouthed puppet at last year's

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. Aug.
30, 2003:
Finances, especially adding to your
income, star as a major preoccupation

this year Working with a partner will
help you build your financial coffers
Your ability to move through problems
and get ahead marks your creativity and
ingenuity, whether at home or at work.
You start a new life cycle this year and
are quite likely to head in a new direction, if you want. Extremes mark your
moods — as high as you get and as low
as you can become. If you are single, you
will meet someone significant this year.
Be sure you want this relationship,
because ending it could be difficult. If
you are attached, your relationship will
grow, especially if you share more private time together. You two will flourish
together. LIBRA helps you make money.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
JULIE JACOBSON/AP Photo

THAT AIN'T DOLLY, EMMYLOU OR LINDA! Britney Spears, left. Madonna, center, and Christina
Aguilera perform during the MTV Video Music Awards at New York's Radio City Music Hall
Thursday.
awards show.
"I got into this little anger management program ... and today
stand before you a changed man,"
said Eminem, onstage with the puppet Ed from the off-color, offBroadway musical,"Avenue Q."
"Working with Ed has taught me
that puppets, just like people, have
feelings too," Eminem said gently
— before attacking the puppet for
being too talkative.
And Fred Durst and Jack Black
poked fun at last year's embarrassing moment, when Michael Jackson
thought a birthday trophy presented
to him was an "Artist of the
Millennium" award.
"If someone had told me, when I
was a kid, that I was going to win
the super-genius of the century
award, I would have never of
believed it," gushed Black, wearing
a Jacko-esque outfit complete with
metallic shin guards.
However, the evening had a
potential to be poignant. Cash's
haunting "Hurt" threatened to
upstage all the craziness at the Radio
City Music Hall extravaganza.
Although Casb had hoped to
attend, he was hospitalized with a
stomach ailment.

Cash's video, nominated for
video of the year, best male video
and best direction, among others.
was hardly a staple on MTV over th(
past year. His cover of the Nine Inch
Nails song wasn't played very
much, and most die-hard MTV
watchers may not recall even seeing
it. But it resonated with those who
vote on the nominations, including
music executives, video directors
and journalists. It won for best cinematography.
More people were familiar with
Missy Elliott's "Work It," the mostnominated video, which had eight
nods. The music clip was loaded
with special effects, dancing and
surreal images. It won the evening's
first award, for best hip-hop video,
which Elliott picked up after participating in the Madonna tribute.
Beyonce's sexy video "Crazy in
Love," featuring her boyfriend JayZ, won three awards. She gave a
showstopping, hip-shaking performance with dozens of dancers, garnering a standing ovation from the
crowd.
Nominated for seven awards was
Justin Timberlake's "Cry Me a
River" video, which takes a not-sosubtle dig at ex-girlfriend Spears;

AP Photo

ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
***** Get into the mood of Labor
Day weekend and join your pals. Make
plans that suit you as well as others. You
might opt for a minitrip. Consider inviting others to join in. The only mistake
you can make is being alone right now.
Tonight: Where the crowds are.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
* Visualize with a partner or
friend what might add to the quality of
your life. The Bull is a sign that loves the
good life. Do your best to provide just
that for yourself. Remember, you don't
need to break the bank to accomplish it.
Tonight: Barbecue in the back yard.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You're more than likely to
flirt the last unofficial weekend of summer away. Use your wit and charm to
draw others to you, specifically a child.

Take another's wishes seriously. He or
she cannot be pushed much more, even
with all your smiles. Tonight: Romp
away.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might want to try something

ference to an older friend or loved one,
though he or she might have difficulty
expressing his or her appreciation
Adjust plans to your mood and give up
any rigidity right now. Remember, this is
your weekend, too Tonight: Indulge a
little
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
* * ** * The Moon in your sign
makes you the lead player today. Others
respond to your ideas, charisma and
desires A conversation could completely
change your mind about plans and/or a
person. Tonight Others flock around
you.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Step back and be careful how you
deal with others. You could be more
emotional than you realize. Watch a tendency to react right now. If you need
some time off, simply take it. You often
do way too much for others. Tonight: Do
your thing.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You hit the bull's-eye, as you
naturally seem to make the right move at
the right time. Bring friends and loved
ones together for the last unofficial
weekend of summer. You have a knack
for throwing parties and drawing others
together. Tonight: Where the gang is.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Responsibilities drop on you. On
some level, realize that although you
might consider them a burden, they also
make you feel important. Revise your
thinking about an older friend or relative.
A partner might need some cheering up.
Tonight: Leader of the gang.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your adventuresome side
emerges with others. Invite a friend to
join you in explonng. What you discover
together might be quite memorable.
Plans change. Demonstrate your ability
to flow with the moment. Tonight: Away
you go.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** How you see a situation could
change because of a relationship that
makes a big difference in your life.
Renew a bond, especially when you see
that this person is more willing to
express what is on his or her mind.
Tonight Make it exclusively for two, if
possible.

WINNER ... Justin
MTV
Timberlake holds up his MTV different right now. A home project
Music Video Award won last could take priority over celebrating BORN TODAY
Labor Day weekend. Still, you seem to ,Actress Cameron Diaz (1972)
night.
enjoy yourself wherever you are and no
the video features Timberlake exact- matter what you are doing. Tonight: Your
ing revenge on a cheating Spears home is your castle.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
look-alike.
Timberlake won best pop video ***** Invite others over for a sponget-together, or join friends nearfor "Cry Me a River," and best male taneous
by. You might not want to wander far
video, beating out Cash.
from home. A relationship could heat up
"This is a travesty! I demand a if you just let go and relax. Carefully
recount," he said, before paying trib- weigh the pros and cons of an expendiute to Cash."My grandfather raised ture. Tonight: Enjoy the person you're
me on Johnny Cash," he said,"and I with.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
United Way
think he deserves this more than any **** Your special touch makes a difof us in here tonight."
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Hero.
Give to the
United Way
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